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SCA TEST
SCA test
set for Nov. 18.
See Story.Page 12.
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the voting privilege.
strU(; turing ,the ~nate to rev That Rules -0f P rocedure main on the agenda after the
Senate Council (which draws
USF P resideht John S. be established according to
up the Senate agenda with AlSturgis
Standard
Code
l)f
Par
Allen is not going to resign as
len's approval) twice okayed
liamentary
Procedure.
president of tl'ie University v That the Senate meet leaving the pr oposal on the
not yet , anyway.
agenda.
·
There had been rqmors th~t regularly each month and any
Allen removed the proposal
other
special
time
as
deterAllen was to announce his refrom the agenda on t he
tirement from the university ' mined by the _body with an
grounds that it wa$ not a
open-ended
schedule.
· in a press ·conference Monfunction of the Senate to conv
That
it
shall
be
within
day .
sider the proposal, bl{t added
In a prepar ed statement, the j urisdiction of the Senate that he would submit the proto act on any matter of gener- Allen said he has "thought of
posal, along with another pro•
retirement prior to the m an- al university concern.
posal he was drafting, to sevv That Senate meetings by
datory age."
eral councils for " discussivn;
open and announced to the enrea
ction and .comment," ·
"WHEN I AM ready to re- tire university community. · ·
Foll~wing Allen~ removal
sign , I will tell you," Allen
~ That all \)fficers of the
of the proposal from the agensaid. "You will not . ha~e t~ Senate be members of the da , Allen was censured by
make guesses or surmises.
Senate elected by the Senate. - both the Student-Faculty AsAllen who is 63 will reach
The proposed revisions were sociation . and the American
the retirement age in two submitted by · SG P res. Steve Association l)f University ProAnderson and recognized the fessors (AAUP).
years - at 65.
Rumors of the retirement All-University Senate · strucA telegram was jointly sent
brought earlier responses ture as "the best p6ssible . by both organizations to Unifrom State Board of Regents ' structure to opera te : under." versity . Chancell()r
Robert
Chairman D. Burke Kibler Th~ revisions were submi.tted _ Mautz, requesting his " immeill.
f
with the intention of improv- diate .attention" to Allen's reIn a story in Monday'~ St. ing the "efficiency and accep- cent activities.
Petersburg Times, Ki Q l e r tability" of the organization.
Faculty and s tudent me!ThAllen previ•ously refused to , bers present at the jc:iint meetsaid, "I cannot imagine him
making any announcement of allow the revisions on re- ing of the or ganizations said
that kind without prior liajson
with me."

Assoc. News Editor
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Students, Faculty Mingle After Senate Mee.ting

Knoblock Found Innocent

.

1

KIBLER SAID THAT the
Regents do not want to have
another " lame duck president" and said if Allen does intend to retire, " he will' have
to retire effective immediately and not next June."
At the press conferenc~
Allen said ''The life of a president is by its nature v igorous
and --rigorous," and t hat he
a nd nvo sons living in Sarasothought he "might make a
ta, said he feels there ought
further contribution to it
to be a review of University
(higher education) in some
traffic r e g u 1 a t i o n s and
changes made to ambiguous, less ta){i.ng role."
Allen said he had been in
irrelevant, or obsolete seccontact with State University
tions.
Sgt. John C_a mpbell of the . System Chancellor Robert
p niversity Police said- at Mautz.
USF Information Services
press time that a· sign forbidwas prepared ,in case Allen
ding commuter parking in Lot
12 was "in the process" of made a resig~tion statement.
They had ready a biographibeing erected.
ca l statement, but denied havAS FOR CHANGING "Uni- ing a resignation statement
versity Traffic Regulations," .ready before the press conferAllen Attends
Campbell said that that was ence was called.
not · a police function, but
rr WAS SPECULATED that
would be the task of the TrafKibler talked to Allen before
fic Committee.
Ken Knoblock got his three the press conference and told
dollars back, after going to a him tha t a decision of such
lot of trouble and using a lot far -re.rching scope r equires
of time that could have been more consultation than Allen
spent with his family, on his had allowed.
·
studies , or at his par t-time
V v Y'
job. The result? "I don't inAfter
being
bumped nvice
Male seniors · at USF will
tenq to park in Parking Lot 12
from
t
he
University
Sena te not be required to wea r a coat
any more," he says.
agenda by Pres. John S. and tie for their pictures in
/ Allen, the proposed Student the 1970 Aegean.
Government (SG) revisions
Last year's Aegea n editor,
not l)nly reached the Senate
Miss
Cookie Speller, " comfloor, but were passed with
mitted
us to this policy,"
few amendments.
Miles
Ross,
1970 Aegean edi· Pres. Allen himself placed
tor,
said.
the revisions before the SenThe committment was found
ate at the regular meeting
in
the old m inutes of the Stulas t Wednesday a s a result of
. dent Governm ~nt (SG), Ross
growing
concern
and
imthe
Poems are requested from
said. 1 .
students and faculty for South portance attached to the
Florida Review. Quality poet- issue.
NEVERTHELESS, resoluThe first t hree items in the tion 18 was submitted to the
ry of a wide r ange of types
and subject matter will be pr oposed SG r evisions were SG Oct. 29. It reads, "As a reconsidered. Now in its fourth passed at Wednesda y's meet- sult of a com mitment made
year, the magazine is pub- ing: The r emaining four items by the editor of the 1969 Aegewere passed Monday when an, the staff of the 1970 Aegelishe!} each spring by USF.
the
Senate resum ed discussion an feel morally obligated to
Nan Hunt as editor and
and
voting on the r evisions. rem ove dress r es trictions for
Alan Richard Z4Tible as assoThe
SG r evisions .as passed senior por traits ."
ciate edit9r, head up the
The previous dress r equire· nJi.vly organized staff, which by the Senat e are a s follows:
v That it shall be a func- ments were quesHoried last
also includes John Smith,
Diane' Brisard, Cyndy Mar- tion of the -Senate Council to year by some s eniors and a
set up the final agenda for r esolution wa s submitted by
lette and Jill Weck. Da vid Tattleman and Bob
Poems should be sent to the each Sena te meeting.
v That only · elected mem- Van Hook to SG claiming picOffice of · Campus . P ublicabers of the Senate shall have tures , are " . . . blatant in
tions, UC 226. ·
their obscene attempts to de-

Of<USF Traffic -·charges
· By ROD BROOKER
Correspondent I

12, a dormitory parking lot.
"It was virtually no con-

test " Knoblock said with
. Good, causes! like old sol- modest pride. . "I had them on
• diers, usual!y Just fa_de _away.
all points / both as acutal
One exception to this 1s .the · <practice and writt~n rules."'
issue that graduate student
·
Kenneth R. Knoblock t ook to
KNOBLOCK SAID the ca:e
Municipal Traffic Court last began, after a two-hour wait,
Wednesday night.
· . when USF Pa~olman F red
.
. ..
, ·
Southers, the officer who had
Knoblock said he had been ticketed him took the stand to
fal~ely tickete.d. w!Jen campus tell the .university'$ .side of
~olice_-tag~ed him} or a park- the story. ·
mg vmlati_o n tw~ weeks ago
Southers outlined the ofa.f!el:. he left ~Is ~q~uter- fense that Knoblock had pur .shckered car m_ parking lot portedly committed. Basically, the patrolman said t hat
Ken had parked in a lot which
Was reserved for do~tory
parking and had been ticketed
on the basjs of · two para graphs of the University Tra£There are several vacancies - fie Regulations, Paragraphs A
for student positions for oncampus employment. Persons
are needed in these areas:
One Secretary I, Two Secretary !I's, One Secretary III
(mus t . be bilingual-Spanish),
Director of Alumni Services,
La bor a t or y
Technologist, Electronics Technician II,
Photographer I, Stock Clerk,
Two Systems Programmers,
One Applications Programmer, Janitors, Groundskeep-

O·n-C·ampus.Jobs
Available Now

and B of Section VIII.
Then Kn O b 1 O C k crossexamined the officer.
"I asked him if .there were
a sign posted which ·for bade
(cmimuter parkipg in the lot, "
Ken said. "He said rt'o, that
there had been one, but i~ was
taken down during Quarter IV
by pranksters. I then told the
judge that I did not start
-school until the first..quarter."
KNOBLOCK HAD his. tur n
on the stand. All he had to do
was read the paragraphs of
"University Traffic Regulations" which he was accused
of violating. "I was going to
say more, " he said, "But at
that point J udge Charles
Scruggs said, 'I agree - I
find you not guilty!' "
Knoblock, who has a wife

Spri~gilssue

Seri,s On Israel
· S~arting Next ·week

Chairman. Accepts Check
Circle K Treasurer John Mullins, 4PSY (left), hand~ Dick
Brightwell, United Fund campaign campus chairman, a
check for $364.68. The money is the result of a massive student campaign to raise money for the fund. The ca(llpus goal
of
$10,000 is about 80 per cent reached.
I

.

SG Officers
To Receive
Pay Increases
,,

The Student Government
(SG) President Steve Anderson and Vice President Chuck
Tonkin have been voted s ub•
stantial pay increases retroactive to the beginning of Quarter I.
Up to $3,200 and $2,800 respectively, the pay hikes r epresent an increase bf $300 per
quarter for the president and
\$275 for the vice president.
Until ·the Oct. 12 resolution
calling for the increase in salar ies for . the SG officers, both
received $500 quarterly.
The increase represents the
' secottd pay r aise in two years
for the two student executives. An earliar $125 increa!,.~,..:5
went - into effect Quarter 1:1-f' •
last year, following the inr-stallment of the present offi- ·
cers.
Senator Mary Margaret Rutledge said s he thought the
s alary increases "fair."
"For the amount of work
these two put in, they can't
possibly hold another job,''
Senate Meeting
Sen:Rutledge said.
The new resolution calling
for the pay increa ses cited the
a dditional salaries of the
Presidents of t he University
of Florida and of Florida
State University. USF's growing. enrollment was cited as a
reason for t he pay increase.
The monei for the salaries·;
comes from student activities
funds as do the monies for the
humanize many students at other SG projects. The pay inUSF by forcing them to vio- creases,.....-canother s e n a t o r
late their own personal appar- added, puts no additi'onal burel preferences, lining .their den on the budget.
portraits up into militaristic
rows and exhibiting conformity as the highest virtue of ou,r
school."

-

..

For Senior Pix,-

Poems For

Interested persons s hould
see Nick Powell , in . Personnel
Services for more information.

that if Allen did nut allow the
revisions proposal to be discussed they would walk out of
the Senate meeting 'in protest
of Allen's actions.
SG Vice President Chuck
Tonkin said if the proposal did
not reach the Senate floor tor
discussion "there cpuld be
trouble" on the campus.
Whatever influenced Allen's
;lctions and opm1ons was
strong enough to change his
stand. The reyisions a re a reality, and will be implemented by the newly elected Sena te, members and officers in
J anuary.
'

Coat, Tie Nixed

Book Needs

ers.

Beginning ·with the ite~"t
issue of The Oracle, USF student Michael Ann Miller wili
begin a two pa.rt series on her
experiences this summer on a
"kibbutz" in Israel. ..
Miss Miller writes on the
feeling, the danger, the excitement . of being an American Jew fu Israel.

NOVEMBER 12, 1969

Allen Hints Resignation;
Yields Senate Changes

..

~;f~.
i6:
..

$4 per •year
Subscription Rate

A RESOLUTION WAS also
initiated to have the fundsJ or
, the Aegean removed. Howev. er , Miss Speller had promised
to chang~ the dress code.
Ross said this summer he
polled seniors as to their pref.er ence a nd the m ajority pre\ ferred coat a nd tie.
'
Seeking the change., Ross
said, ' 'is a small group who
wants to pull away from the
establishment."
:Forty per cent of the seniors had their pictures .taken
for the 1970 Aegeap thi~ summer and during the first quar ter. Those who missed the
previous sessions, Ross said,
m ay ):iave them taken Jan.
12-16, in the basement of t he
Library.
·

FOR
YOUR
INFORMATION

Due to the lar ge numbers of
short announcements and informa tive m aterial received,
The Ora<;le is starting, this
week, a new column, devoted
to nothing -but short items, to
supplement the ~ u 11 e t i n
Board.
Look in the · " F or Your · Information" column for news
of where your club or organization will meet, speakers on
campus, and s pecial programs.

'No Beer At RCl'thskeller,'
By VICKI SMITHSON
Sta.ff Writer

Beer will not be served in
USF's proposed Rathskeller,
State Attorney General Earl
Faircloth announced 1 a· s t
Week.
The ... basis for Faircloth's
ruling was a bill passed by
t'he 1967 F lorida State Legislature that bars selling of alcholic beverages within 2500
feet of USF.
While USF can't .have beer,
the Univer sity of F lorida's
R a thskeller has served beer
for a yea.r , Andrew . Rodgers,
USF business manager, said

the bill , was not discriminat ing. " There are many local
and county bills like this
one,'' he s aid.

ginally plann~~ as a place for
s tudents to meet fr iends, eat,
and have fun, ' ' King said. He
added that beer was only aq
option.

was granted by Student Government last sum mer and
must be repaid at the r at e of
$1,200 per quarter.

RODGERS ALSO said the
r uling would not affe~t presW H I L E RATHSKELLER
A spokesm an for UF said he
ent plans for the Rathskeller . plans progress here, the Uni- expected a loss during the
"I · will recol'}lmend these versity of Florida Rathskeller fi rst year or two, b ut they are
plans to the Executive Com- approaches ,l·ts f'1rst year 1y beginning to brea k even now.
mittee, omitting any mention evalJlation. lt is beset with
Na tional Collegiate Services
· of beer,'' Rodgers said.
problems·- in personnel, finan- Cor pora tion (NCSC) , an outRaymon d King, director of . ces , a nd disagreement over side group, expressed a
Housing and F ood Services, · philosophy, a ccording to the s trong in terest in USF's Ratha!ld the University Cente r Oct. 28 issue of the Florida Al- s keller . The proposal , submitProgr am Council agreed with ligator.
ted to Rodgers, said USF
Rodgers tha t the r uling will
·
shoul
d pay the initial capital
Th e UF R a ths ke11er was .
Id
t
.
not affect USF 's Rathskeller
rnvestment, wou
ge s1xplans.
conti'nually in debt last year a nd-one-half per cent of gross
"The Rathskeller was ori- by about $7,500. A s pecial loan sales, and would provide all

facilities. NCSC would provide
food and enter tainment

NOW THAT BEER has
been ruled out, Rodgers said
-he didn't think NCSC would be
interested.
King said USF's Ra thskeller
plans a re progressing and
that he has met with P hysical
Plant r epresentatives to work
out details.
"The ma terials are ordered
a nd as soon as they come in,
we can s tart knocking down
t he wall," he said.
The Rathskeller is planned
for the south east cafeteria
section i n the University Cen-

~r.

LUNCH TIME!
The UC t-raffic can
pqop-out even the nwst
energetic 7anito1:s. The
Grade roving camera
caught these two paus•
ing from their activities
fo1· their lunch hou.r.
Dozing . • • doz·ing • • •
·· If! Tlie 2 p.m. st am.n.ng...
pede is on once again.
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tQ.Jnpa Students To Attend
:j

•

'Largest Demonstration'
By CHRIS CLIFFORD

eotrespondent
Approxi~ately 80 students,
professors and community
member~ are scheduled to
leave Tampa tomorrow at
3 :30 p.m. for Washington,
D.C. to participate in what
has been predicted will be the
largest d_emonstration ever
·
held in the United States.
I
At their Washington headquarters, officials of the New
Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam
(MOBE) estimate that be•
tween 100,000 to 500,000 peopel ·
will participate in the march
scheduled for this weeki;md.·
1\-IAROHERS LEAVING
Tampa·. by train are schedule
to arri~e in Washington Friday m,P_rning, and return Sunday ·afternoon.
.
A':gr~at .de~l .of preparation
is beijf done both by . the
M(!B, Jpeople and the administration in Washington.
Acc6jdin_g to the Assocfated.
Press '.. (AP), MOBE' has a
sound· system adequate for
600,000 persons. Some marchers are being trained and des-

t

quarters, rally points and
other march details.
DEANS ALSO said the local
MOBE chapter is trying to reserve a room in the Harrington Hotel as a Tampa area
I
headquarters in Washington.
On the administration side,
plans are bing made to ·handle
any disorder. According to . an
AP report, the Pentagon announced that 28,000 soldiers
and Marines would be available if needed.
The Community New Mobilization Committee to End' the
The Washington police deWa_r in Vietnam (MOBE) is planning local activities in conjunc- partment has ,cancelled all
tion with the nation-wide Moratorium on ·Nov. 13 and ff.
leaves, and the Justice DeDr. Willie Reader, assistant professor of English and co- partment said pro-violence
chairman of the Moratorium committee, said that the activities groups. have infiltrated the
will begin Thursday with a prayer service from 2 to 3:15 p.m. march, . adding a ''.substantial
at Tampa's Seaboard Coastline Railroad station in corijunction likelihood of serious violence."
with the departure of Tampa area people bound for .the peace
MOBE LEADERS h a v e
··
I _ constantly restated their goal
march in Washington, D.C.
AFTER THE TRAIN leaves, those remaining will distrib- of peacefully demonstrating
their dissent.
ute ·pamphlets and talk to people in the downtown area.
The success pf the march as
Reader said they will then gather at Plant Park at 5 :30
a
non-violent demonstration
p.m. for a memorial service to Jast through the evening.
will depend on more than the
FRIDAY AT 8 P.M. a memorial service is planned at. the actions of marchers. The poLowery Park bandshell. Scheduled speakers for the activities lice and troops marshaling in
include members of the clergy and active duty servicemen Washington have an equal refrom MacDill Air Force Base. .
·
sponsibility in maintaining
Reader said the group will end its activities by meeting the order and avoiding unnecestrain returning from Washington Sunday afternoon . .
say confrontations.
ignated as marshals to aid' in
controlling the activities. .,
Rod Deans, assistant professor of physics, said that Flori-

da marchers are to go to the
New York Avenue Presbyterian Church where they will be
given information on sleeping

***

MOBE Schedules

·various Activities

Committee
·Reduces
Housing Age

USF ·Greeks Busy
F,inishing . Quarter
.

;

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Students who are 19 years
Lambda Chi's named Rick
old and .- have completed 90 Rodriguez Best Brother of
hours can start saving rent Quarter III at a dinner Saturmoney and buying sleeping day at · Seely's Steak House
bags, b e c a u s e 9eginning honoring n e w I y · initiated
Quarter I, 1970, 'these are the· · brothers.
only • qualifications necessary
for students ,vho warit to live · '· Sunday, the brothers held a
in University approved · off•. social with Delta Gamma at
Hillsborough Wildlife Club.
campus liousing.
Plans continue for the annuThe decision was made ny
the Executive Committee on , al Presidents' Kidnap, where
the ·recommendation of Ray- Lambj:la Chi's kidnap the
mond King, Director of Hous- presidents of each fraternity
ing and Food Services. King an\l sorority and hold them for
said there were three basic ransom of. at least one canned
good from every Greek.
reasons for the change.
A trophy is given to the or"There is an adequate supply of decent housing adjacent ganization donating the I!lOSt
to USF," King said. "The res- cans. The goods are given to
idence hall~are filled, and the local- charities who distribute
students have expressed inter- them to· needy families for
Than}tsgiving.
·
est in a change."
"We feel that these students
DELTA ZETA
able to have a
should.
DZ's held ' their annual Harchoice in the type of housing
situation they want," he vest' Moon Ball Saturday at
the Quail Hollow Country
atlded.
Club,
with music by Buc;k and
Another change in housing
the
Reactions.
policyis that the,20-mile radiNewly initiated s i s t e r s
us restriction has b e e n
named
Paulette Jenkins, Best
dropped, effective this quarter. Students who live within Pledge, and Billie Gordon and
2,0 miles of USF may now Grace Rhea, Best Sisters.
DZ's honored the sisters of
apply and obtain on-campus
KD
and AEPhi wifh, birthday
rooms in residence halls, King
socials on their Founder's
said. ·
Day.
I.•
Beth Ruis was elected president of the fall· pledge class.
Other officers are Linda LaPierre, vice-president; Mary
Lee Chesnut, secretary; _and
Nancy McNutt,
treasurer. •
I
.

A tiny, blond six-ye11.r-old

cation's program to · foster
· growtlt.,. in the gifted child.
Each quarter the program in·· volves · a maximum of 40 gifted chijdren ·and their pa~ents.
The program allows children who are questioning and .
creative to ·delve into special
intere11t .subjects while work,ing \Vith other children who

hold similar interests and
Before entering the pro- walks and then asked to denamed David, who pee.rs at
ideas.
gram the chil'dren are put scribe what they have seen.
the world through · -lhic)t,
C O URS E OFFERINGS through still more batteries of
They are given such articles
horn-rirr.uned glasses : and
range tram science, creative tests and are divided into as an egg carton, construction
qiw,_s,t.ions it in a ,froggy;i deep
math and social studies . to three groups according to paper and a few pins and
languages, drama and danc- their abilities.
voice; .s tarted school last year
asked to build something.
tor'
ihe first time '- and at
goes to the
ing. Each cl:iild
Many times teachers recog- Later they must explain what
;
USF• . ·
~. ·
three one-hotfr classes of his nize a child with creative abil- they have built and why. '
choice from 9:30 to 12:30 a.m
ity and recommend them to
Doing projects similar to
David took part in the Defor.
10 consecutive Saturdays. the program: In some instan- those of their child gives them
paptment _of Continuin·g EduDr. Dorothy Sisk; director ces it is t,lie parents them- an insight into how the child
of parent and teacher training selves who wish ·to enter their is thinking.
for the program, said that ac- child.
TEACHERS WORKING
tive participation is the key
Dr. Sisk said that . parent
with
the gifted children are
used to unlock the stores ·of participation is an important
graduate
students working for
creativity in each child.
aspect of the program. •
their master's degree in eduFor example, in a political
For six Saturdays during
science class each student . the quarter from 10-11:30 a:m. cation and undergraduate stumust make campaign buttons, a series· of lectures and dis- dents of varying majors.
Teacher training consists
in a music class the children cussions are planned to ac...
of classroom experimainly
<!propose
the
music
them;
AND ·I).<
quaint the parents with the
selves and in a drama class· unique , : olraract-eristics. .and ence supplemented with small '
meetings for discussing the
the children write their own:! : needs ·of the :gifted child. ·
students and activities.
plays or just improvise dia- · ·
Dr. Sisk said the opportunias
their
play
progTIME
IS
SPENT
on
identifilogue
• I
resses.
cation and means of dealing ty to discuss their ideas and
DR. SISK ·SAID that gi£ted---with diSGi.pline-,-_S<lhool metiya- interests with teachers .who
HEAR: LAMBERT DOLPHIN
c h i 1 d r en are discovered tion, enrichment, and activi- value and encourage their
RESEARCH PHYSICISt
.
through their scores on IQ ties to be carried on at home. thoughts is so exciting for the
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUT.E.
tests .such · as the ' Stanford; :.. ~'.fh.E!, :r;n,..iiiq;,objective accord- children that many of the
Binet, and on creativity :'tests 't,ing to D~; •Sisk is to let ~he pre-schoolers like David are
,COMING: NOVEMBER 19 COLLEGE'. LiFE ·RM,255
•
9 P.M.
such as the Terence Creativ- parents look at the world asking, '!Mom, why do I have
~~~~~~================~~1~·ty~T~e~st::_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ through the child's e_yes. The to start first grade? I want to
parents ~re taken on nature go back to college."

.

:LSD

JESUS c·H-RIST

OTHER RELATED ·:
SUBJECTS

Chinsegut Retreat Deals
With :Students, Faculty

STOCKING
STUFFERS!

THE
BOSS

The Fine Art;; Department
held its annual conference at
Chinsegut, the USF retreat,
five miles north of Brooksville
•Saturday. The conference was
j::haracterized ,by free and
open communica•tion between
students and faculty on a variety of topics.
_· Th~ spark for.) he conferencfu might have been provided . by the keynote speech
which was given by Dr. Phil-

302
PACKSIT
IN!
HOnEST
THING
TO
HIT
THE

ROA.D
SEE IT AT

BILL
CURRIEFORD

\ .

Jnsfruclion
Club Activities
Col. John P. Kimball, Ridingmaster
Lab Padgett '
Riding & Hunt Club
Ph. 949-6221

be

Program Delves Into Gilted''
1

fin placed fourth in the Oracle -sororities in hopes that the
Bunion Derby.
creation of friendlier atmosSIGMA ALPHA EPISWN
pheres will help to bind the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon has entire system.
become concerned with the
Secondly, SAE is collecting
Greek system at USF. SAE ideas for service projects that
realizes that a strong Greek would be proposed to ·IFC to
system is essential in promot- be taken on by all fraternities.
ing the Greek spirit.
These projects are to encom-Therefore, SAE has reor- _pass both school and 'commu·ganized its committees with nity.
the intent of irnproying this
In all the main desire of
spirit and . with hopes of im- these actions by SAE is · to
proving the system:
help strengthen and iinite the
The first step to be taken by Greek system to make it a
SAE is .to plan joint parties system that the entire school
with ·other fraternities and would be proud of.

lip. Bosserman of the Sociology department.
Bosserman outlined what he
believes are the primary
problems of modern man.
Following the speech, ~e
approximately 50 pai;ticipants
broke into four discussion
groups to attempt to qefine
the role of various academic
disciplines in the life and affairs of the' non-academic
community.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
PiKA named Wayne Skilton
Best Big Brother, and Eddyse
Hershbein Best Little Sister,
at a semi-formal party honoring newly initiated brothers.
The Pikes Little Sisters officers are Hillary Heath, president; Harriet Daniel, vice·president; Liz Raleigh, recording secretary; and Janis
Mc~ll, corresponding secretary.

GIVE YOUR HAIR A
BEAUTY TREATMENT
I

-~-------~1111:~------,

LET A PROFESSIONAL
CONDITION IT!

4"J:"1-LAt1ctt,
BEAUTY SALON AND WIG CENTER

FLETCHER AVE. AT 22nd ST. PH. 935,1400
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KAPPA DELTA
The Second I)egree Ceremony was held Sunday night for
Judy Best, Barbara Rogers,
Jan .Story and Dianne . Woodell.
Pledge Ellen Daugherty
was elected Co-President of
Delta Hall. Sister Cindy Grit-

.

Changed

DELTA GAMMA
Delta Gamma ¼.J.umnae
were the guests at tbe annual
Raunchy Ranch party Firday
at Seely's Steak Ho_use. 1 The
'Trojans · provided music for
• . _
the DGs.
KA:t:PA_~Iµ ,'P,IE;~4.--~
Saturday, •the . sisters.-..will
begip their Centennfal Project
by visiting and entertaining at
the Pagent Nursing Ho)!le_ i_i}
Temple Terrace:- Each week ,
several sisters will revisit. the '
home.
• ,

~~---

r

c.:};;;~·,:->11'-;~.
'L
Wl'RE A FULL

,.
SERVICE BANK •.• ; ;
-~ ---· ,--~~, .. -,"Savings Accounts

Banking-By-Mall

Saf, Deposit Box•s.
(becking AccQ"nts

of Temple
''ferrace

Berry To ·. co:ordinat~-'Alro-American. Studies

-

'

'

By VICKI SMl').'HSON
Staff Writer

pi:ogr~m," the · new coordinator said. Berry said ·h e woul_d
- · 1.
like to offer a course on Ma,l]it1?V. Benjamin Berry has colm X the assassinated lead11een named coordinator of er of th·~ Black· Musllins.
U~F's ·Afro-American StudiEJS' · Berry · also said he would
Pr-0grani.
like to get together with tlie
· ' Dean. Russell Cqoper of the Theatre department to coordiCollege ,of Liberal Ats, who nate.a Black-Theatre and Arts
arinou,nced -Berry's appoint- pr.ogram, but emphasi2;eq that
m_e ~t,- ~aid Berry was chosen it would ibe at least a year bebecause _he was available and fore. either of the course ideas
qiialified.
·
materiaU.ied.
•
Advising' Berry· on personnel
· · Berry: · ·h as been executive
se'cfetqey of the Tampa Inner and course matters is , the
-City · ~arish Project whiie Committee on ·Afro:American
. tea,ching_pcµ:t-time at U~F. ije . Studies;. a f~ur-faculty; fiveis. now teaching full time in ·student cotnmittee.
tlie history department. Berry _ "EVERYONE JS LOOKING
is' , a graduate of Morehouse for a .Black Studies director,"
College and Harvard Univer~ Berry·$ai~,-adding that the di7·
s1ty.
rector. must be black and
;::·sEitRY'S ·JOB ·as coordina- hav~. Ph-._o . · r_e1ated to some
tpi •enta~ develqping courses as p ·e ct of Afro.-American
fQr', . the Afro-American pr.o- Studies. ·
. ,
gram and conducting a . na- - . - BEl~cy · said it will take at
tionwide search for a perma- least .one quarter to develop a
-~nt•direcfor for the program. course program. "I want the ·
:, •a have •bigh ·~opes for the program-to be flexible -so that

a

.

I

I

Experimental
Course Set

I

.

.

'

I

There will pe a regular meeting of the Geology Club; Mon~
1 ·
day at 2 p.m. in CHE 207:

'
.
The senior Women's Scholastic and Service ·Honorary Socie. An ·experimental . com:se, to
ty, will host a reception for foreign students and fact1ity · Sunexplore the philosophy · goals
new courses can be added," day, from 3. to 5 p.m. in the President's Dining Room on the and content for Basic Studies
second floor of the Univ_frs,ity _Center (UC). All.foreign students ·
said.
Curricuh.im, will , be offered
1
i and faculty member;, are invited.
1
The program now offers two
Quarter II.I
c o u rs e s : Introduction to
DR.
FOGEL,
HEAD
of
admissions
·
at
the
"(lnlversity
of
Entitied
,
General
Edu►ation
I
Afro-American Studi~ and
Miami Medical Schriol, will meet with -all pre-med students . ·n Curriculum Study ' (CBS 483),
Survey of Afro-Americ,an Histhe BSA at 2 p.m. Friday. All pre-med students are encouraged· the course is .a joint faculty1
tory: About 100 stua«frits are: to be there. ·
• .
• ,
•
. student project for possible
enrolled in both classes. The
Dr. Willis .Truitt, USF _assistant professor ; of Philosophy, · revision and teaching=of Bask
same courses will be offered
will present the second;;-of the Philosophy 8lub lectures for Studies.
'
·. Quarter II.
1969-70. Dr. · Truitt. will speak on. '~ialectics" at 2 p.m.,
Students-interested the ex_ perimental course may 'n6\v
Berry said about one-..third Wednesday in the Humani~ es Lounge, FAM 236. :
·his class is black and that · THE DEPARTMipNT of Speech presents -two short stor_ies <l:PPlY , for admission . to . the
the other classes are- about
Donald Barthelme today in the Coffee H~us_e. "Th~ In~an ,. five-hom: cours~. Ap~lications
the .-same. .The classes are Uprising"
and " Repoff!. are the b_ooks,_ w~i~b will, :be. ·pe~- . are av~ilabl~ ·-I?· t~e Stude~t
small, averaging _15 to 20 stu- formed at 2 p.m. iii the Engineering Auditor1µm. Adm1ss1on is GoVE;rnment Qfflce m the Umdents, · although one class · has free.
· .
vers1ty Center {U9 ,218.
40.
The jogging club meets every Saturday ·in front of the
Se~e~tion of. the 15 student
Berry said his black history Physical Education.building at 9 a.m.
-i
participants will be made by a
course is not aimed at a spe· iGttee appoi?tted bdy. SltuThe Episcopal Student ce'n ter is hoiding a'._ coff~e-discussion cdommt
_cific group, but is taught from
•
✓
•
•
•
en
overnmen - an
s u-.
.
d ts ,_
n·
li
black rriad's, perspective. It session Sunday at 9 :30 a.m. All students are mv1ted.
·
, . .
en u:om a11 co eges are e cov.ers important periods in
THE PARAPSYCHOcoGY Society will'•. hold a · -m~ting 'gible . ..
black American history, in- today at 6 p.m. in room SOC 255:
:- · - ~--- - - - - - - - cluding the slavery era. Berry
· - Students interested in Cooperative Education advising
said he doesn't believe in
go to SOC 127 between 2 and 3· p. m'. this afternoon.
should
exams to test a student's
· The Russian ciub will meet in SOC 110 N~v.- 24 from 2-to 3
knowledge, hut that he does
require a_paper:
' Mu Hall, won first place in
•

•

1

•

••
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SAVE
•'

ON STEREO
TAPES, ALBUMS
I HOME & CAR PLAYERS
.,AND ACCESSORIES
I
.

Ll'KE.THIS!
· STE~EO ALB.UMS(/
NEW
RELEASES

Fr9lics Designs

LAYAWAYNOW%
AT OUR SALE P"ICES

the women's category of Fall
Ftolics dorm decorating. Zeta
II and Alpl)? Hall tied in the
men's division.

DISCOUNT TAPES

Gamma Hall took second
place in the women's division.

PH. 988-3534

1 ~ 9 BULLARD PKWY (BUSCH BLVD. )
BUSCH BLVD. AT 56th ST.
I

ft

~-j _.

B'
O
,NA·
NZ
A
S ·rR LO I N . PIT

._

· -~--About 160 people voted 11_3 . States should _withdraw ~
ti,A4 in favor of withdrawa~ \ troops f_rom Vietnam by Defrom ·vietnarii by Dec. 1970, in cember 1970."
·
·
. ~,;
tire ..Speech Department's
sec·
THE
.
at
'
t
·
ti.
·
k
.
- . . •
_1rma ve _spea , er .
ond Focus Debate.
. - ,:was ' Dr;· T. w. Graham Sdlo~ ,
1
.1:fhe _·debat~ '.~topic was: ··: rtions,_·~as~odate profes_sor of
· tr_Y_ at USF• whil
'_-'Resolved, that . the United Ch
. e~s
_ e the
negative speaker was Attorney
Patil Saad.
t.:

in Vietnam would have died in parties concerned will become.
vain.
alarmed about the future creOUR w_ILLINGNESS TO dibility of America's word."
pull out from Vietnam, Saad . There will . also be bitter feelsaid, 'Hs not in keeping with ings in the United States over
American character, neither a withdrawal, he added.
The ·United States will° also
collectively Mr individually."
lose its effective bargaining
;Dr. Solomons, referring to a
prestige, Saad said, and the
decision made at the 1954 Geneva Conference, said the South Vietnamese army will
'
. Dr. Solomons, who spoke
not survive without our help.
United States go~ernment
, first, ·said, "Am~ica's. actions
Thus, northern Viet Cong will
pledged itself to the unity of
in Vietnam ·can not be defendmeet relatively little resisVietnam and to the support of
tance to their r e p r i a I s
ed by_f}tis ·country in any hi~ free elections.
· toeflmU, .-Iegal,. or tndral way.'
against South Vietnamese, he
But our government tJes lost said. · ' '
l!nited s·tat~~ got into sight cif its original commit. But Dr. Solomons said,
!the-Vietnam war by mistake, ment, · he said, and is riow " Don' t underestimate th e
said, and ,the ½-million carryin~ more than its share ability of the Vietnamese,"
' U..S'. troops who have·- been of the burden. .
.
adding that a 'political settle+here .o ver the past five. years. ·' Saad iicknowledged that a ment in the country and rehave had to pay for ,that mis- r~ce~t s_urvey by Tim~ Maga: _ pression of a -possible reprisal
take.
"
zme md1s:ated that 61 per cent will be easy to handle.
Saaa called the proposal to . of tpe Aiperi~an public w:as in SAAD SAID THAT Deceniwithdraw all_American troops favor of a w1thdr_a wal ,of U.S. ber, 1970 is a premature date
from· Vietnam.•by December: · tr~ps- f; orn Vietnam, _but for the total withdrawal of
·out several "possible A
-" t
1970 >' an""attifical timetable,;,
! ~mted
I
· ·ff' ts" , :.,, .. : . t
·th
mer1c4n troops because, . I
and argued that this country s . e ec ,, 01· a um1a era1 W1 • · will take two or three years
,vitlidrawal would 'mean that drawal.
\...-_ .
for the South Vietnamese
the American troops who dfeci
F-I
RS
T,
'SAAD
said,
·
"all
army to· be effective in the
'
'
.
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·: ~ -MONOGRAMS
.·· ·Needlepoint.,_Yarn
And Bags.
(. -Sewing_and Costume
Supplies
'

. ,j(INGCOMES .

TRIMMINGS:

..,

....

...

·OPEL
TOYOTA
BMW ,·. ,_ ,
MERCEDES TRll)MPH;;
.•

:· We.n·ow offer yo~ the most c_
o,mpleie line

~-. ofConventional and ~adial-Ply Tires.
By one of Europe's
l)ded
fo:re~ost quality-mi_
tire· manufacturers. .

NOW OPEN

1

'

11:30A.M. -9 P.M.
,10009 N. Florida; A~e., Tampa
-,
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Dr. Chung-Hwan '-Chen will Committee of The Chinese
initiate the Philosophy . Club_, Philosophical Society.
: Lecture Series· Nov. 12 at 2 ·
He received. a B.S. Degree
.
p.m ._, in ._t h e Humanities
Lounge with presentatjon of fro~ the Nat~nal Central Um"Aristotle's·· ~ Conception. . of yers1ty- of C?ma _and a Ph._D.
Potentialities." .
.,
_ from the Uruvers1ty of Berlin.

·PORSCHE .VOLVO
- SAAB I.,
MG

.\

. A NATIONAL Liberation
Front, he said, should be included· in the coalition govern. ment.
Dr. Solomons, emphasizing
the need for immediate with, drawal of American : -tr-bops,
said we need ,not WOITY about
past American deaths being
in vain, "as, long- as we don't
make the same mistake
again_;,
.

.'. Dr. Che-r1 To ,lniti~te '. Seri~s
'For u.sF· Philoso,phy ciub

,Dc,::you:driVe ,_
•"ilny·of.th~~?
vw

®

field." He al~o said ·"we .- are
. there.legally."
\
B6t Dr. Solomons dis1tgreed, saying that the State
Department, ar the request .of
Senator William J. Fulbright,
found no record of a request
... from the Vietnamese for U.S.
intervention.
As a suggested \J)roposal · for
peace, Saad discussed ,, a ,
"theory• of accommodation,''
whereby a ceas~fire betw~en
the- forces will be maintained.
And hopefully, he . said, the're.
will be nonviolent competition
. fuF free elections.

'..,.•

a

.

-,

I

·The p~per will summarize • · Dr. Chen has taught at Nasome of the conclusion of Dr.- . tional Central University~ National Taiwan University, ·
Chen's forthcoming book on Emory, University of MontaAristotle.
'na, - University qf California~
Dr: Chen, a world recog- Pos_t College and ·~ ?iversity1oi
Texas before commg to USF.
nized Aristotle scholar, has
written numerous works in · The Philosophy_ Club . Les- ·
both English and German and · ture Series is open to all memhas served on the Executive bers 'of the USF community.

"

;
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~Penny Mile~ St~tts '- Today

-~ -FREE-

:$}~ntlnent"al .

Officicil Blue or Yellow
Continental ltally Jacket ,·
.with A S.t of Conti's

..

.

"11:'\ '11• :\

ltt:c~ . \

P 1• 1, (,

-.-\:\' I) "l"I It J: {~c,.
6807 ADAMO OR. (Take 56th St. S. to Route
PH. 626 l l l 7
60, th e n left. )

.r
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Zeta Beta Tau· fraternity in
cooperation with· Student Gov'
ei:nment is trying to collect
a
mile _long 'length of pennies to.
donate to the Disadvantaged
'Student Loan Fund. -

-

'

,

·

Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391

.

Miller;
a .' political science
•
I
maJor, was selected· by a nation-wide survey after serving
as a co-op student in Congressman Sam Gibbon's office , c'onducting legislative research with press and communication work.

And we' ve c~me up with some pretty important inf~rh1ation. For example, we know that college men _a re m the .
best health period of their lives, tha't they have a grea~er
.life' expectancy, and that they will .command greater mc'omes in less hazardous occupations than most p~ople.
· 1\nd because of this, we've designed a special li!e 1~sur-ance-savings plan especially for college men. In calle~
, he P.rotective Li fe College Senior Plan. and offers exceptional benefits ~t P:eferred rates. Covera~e inclt)~es
accidental death. d1sab11Ity, and a protected rnsurab1!!lY
benefit. The -College Senior Plan has no w;ir excl11s1.o n
·· clause, offers full ··aviation coverage. an~ becomes c?m~ pletely paid 11p at normal "retirement age.-A_lso. premium
.: deposits may be deferred-until earnings:increase.
' Get fuH detai_ls from these College Representatives:
James I. Montgomery, Jr.
J ohnny R. Adcock

·

·

.PROTECT,N E LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office-Birmingham, Alabama

;.,

.

Commission
'A USF student, Wayne'Miller, has been appoin¼ed as one
, o{ two student representatives
for the Natibnal Commission ·
for Cooperative Education.

\

you'll be
charmed •••

Appoin_ted To

If the driy--e- is sqcce·ssful,
ov~r 126,000 pennies will be

.

.' ..

Wa_
yne MiJler

, An area of sidewalk is
roped off behind the u '.c . and
' brothers .of ZBT will be· col•lecting today and Thurs_d ay.

PRO-T ICTNE ·LIFE
-· Has Done-A Lot Of ..
:..Graduate Study

collected to make a $1,260
donation to the fund. Incidentally, that amount of pennies
weighs over a ton: ·

the naked lo~k .. ~
..

ex-

}

in. leather! ~'Hobo" - the ~wingjngest
handbag ~ver! Great with a~1Ything
you wear • -•. soft~to the touch, distinctive natural leather markings and indi- ·
vidu~ styling... Al&o in naked le3:ther
and shag combo, 15.00 both styles..
Handbags, West Shore Plaza a:nd
! '
Downtown Tampa
;
· '. ·
·

-~

with jeweler's finish .
-in _gold or si-lver.
Charms feature:safety
cat'cb- add or subtract charms anyiµrie!
Mass Gostwne J_ewelry, all store3 ex~ept
Gandy Blvd. Store (or
Hom~s

, I

Gibbons praised
Miller 's
work over the summer and
said, "I know he will capably
perform his duties on the
Commission as he has capably execute'd all of his duties
in the past."
"Miller is a self-starter,"
Gibbons continued, "he not
only accepts assignments that
are given to hill) but he is the
kind of person who finds work
that needs to be done and gets
it done."

.

with ¥0NET'S
quisitely crafte·d
:'·
bracelets, 3.~0-15.0~ .
and charms, 2.50-7 !iO.

•
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Pay Raise Victim Dismayed

ORl'. CLE

'4-November 12, 1969

l@.J@_J@.J~_J @ ..J @ L J ~
-

~

~
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-

I

I

could have come to you with some · dis•
tarted account of our Human Awareness
Seminars at the Chapel Fellowship,
B4t no, this couldn't be. It could be
too easily checked , as the program was
conducted with the approval of Ed Allen
and with the assistance of Dory Sprehe,
Ron Russel, Bob Haywood, Phyllis Marshall - individuals who are above re·
proach.
SO AT THIS point, where nothing led
anywhere and my investigation seemed
fruitless, you can irµagin e with what delight I pounced upon your letter to the
Student-Faculty Association. Here, finally-;--would be an answer or part of 'the an<swer.
The letter implied that academicians
should not perform the functions .of physicians, psychiatrists, and psychologists, I
could not agree more and · I would not
really . care to do any of these things,
·_
even if I could.
BUT WHAT DOES all this have to do
with me? I am not guilty, although I
have evidently been judged guilty without any procedure even remotely affording me th"e dqe process of replying to the
accuser and whatever the accusation
was.
-Because of your refusal to clarify the
•matter,- I was left again to ponder· and
speculate. I talked to people. I read your,
statements in the newspaper. I read your
· '
_-.·
letter again.
groups
Some
departments.
1
"The faculty are professional persons
may be very formal while
who do teaching, research, ai;id academother groups meet with the
ic advising." Apparently , · teacher are
fac ulty over coffee and doughnot supposed to speak to students outside
desmaller
nuts (as in the
of .class, or, if they do, only about mat/ part men ts) . Departments
ters pertaining to th~ material of the
vary in _size and problems and
course.
need different types of soluI CERTAINLY do -not pretend to be a
lions. Therefore we will be
physician or psychiatrist but I do talk to
forming groups of students in
students outside of class. Many. of them
the departments to develop a
are not taking courses from me, so
plan of organization that is
seldom talk about course material.
corrimun.ithe
handle
to
best
I seem to have two options: stop talkcations problems that are
ing to students outside of class, or again
present in each department.
forego the merit raise I deserve. I'll take
the salary cut.
The position of the AssociaHowever, this economic- coercion has
lion Council ,with th e departs
implications that affect the faculty _as a
mental groups shall be th at
whole. In consideration of the innumerawe shall provide a forum
tble professors who also talk to thefr. stuwhere they qm get toge th er
dents outside of class, I think you should
and · discuss common probmake public the fact that they are in
!ems . We shall also help in
error and are subject to pay-raise deducorganization, adminiSlration,
tions.
and coordination.
SINCE YOU AND I , can hardly afford
groups
these
We : fe el that
any_ more misunderstanding, J should
can be successful. They can
like to make · my '. position clear · con-serve'- as a strong force in
cerning what I feel to b.e the proper refamaking the curriculum of the
of the teacher tci iitudents .outside :of
1ion
the
collelie more relevant to
the classroom.
students. But it can only be
I consider "non-academic" personal
done.' ·if students care enough
discussion to be communic-ation -in one of
about their courses and what
its most significant _forms; without it, . I
they_ study to do- something
)
do not think university education can be
about it>
of much conseqqence. · I believe students
If . the student reaction to
to be people and I will continue to talk to
the, groups is to let others
them in class and out of class about mat- ·
take care of it, the groups will
that are of proper .and personal i::o_n•
ters
establish
To
fail miserably.
cern to both of us, ~hethez: they .ar~)e,groups . in· eac_h dflp!!Ftmelit
wili ta~e .the W!Jrk ,1'!.t a .:.l,arge . ·! :;·- J afod -,to. th_e -:w.ee1t:~'}asi,j~~pt., 1~Wi xwt .
.. " ,,, .number.. ,.of students,.~ AnY..on~ n,Jl ,,._, _ And, 1f _they ask advice of me ,as -tney
:the -- ~ :·:·· might frofu any other person they re' . -· "lnteresteci in w6rking
spect and "'.hQSe jU:~gment they- , thijlk
plan should talk -to -their ·insound, I will and must· give it tq., theqi.
. structors and department
UNDER THE assumption th,a:l you
with
iouch
in
.
,get
.. heads ·and
will forwatd this letter ·to · Chartce11pr
. the Cowic-il thrdugli'"Ctt · bo5tMautz and the Board ·of Regents, I am
· ·' -',
'
_· 421.
at this time, sending copies tp them.
not,
,
.
zAi:>m SHAPIRQ
HOWARD B. GOWEN
Chairman
Curriculum'
Associate Professor, Humanities
,, .
CBS Association°{}oancil

traditionally done at an institution of
DEAR DR. ALLEN:
higher learning was too implausible to be
As you may remember I am one of
I assumed that Dean Martin must
true.
sumlast
,
who
several faculty members
have been completely briefed and had
. mer, were subjected to an arbitrary and
just not had the opportunity to contact
eleventh-hour reduction of a recommendDr. Kiefer and me.
ed salary. Because ·of this, I read with
BUT NO. Implausible it was, but it
to
reply
of
letter
your
interest
special
was indeed· true. Dean Martin knew
the USF Student-Faculty Association two
nothing either. Dr. Kiefer was later in•
.or three weeks ago in which you hint at
by you, in brief encounter, that I
formed
action,
your
of
·a possible explanation
had been guilty of subverting the counUp- to this point I was a rather .a loss
seling center.
as to the reason for the __token pay raise
Since this was simply not true,.I knew
since you neither wrote to me , nor invit-someone had been lying ; one of the pured me to your office, to discuss what beposes of my letter is to correct your in:
havior of mine would w~rrant so severe
formant and insist that I be given his
,
a judgment..
name and a chance to confront him and
I NATURALLY ASSUMED you had
to defend myself. This is certainly the
Informed Dr. Kiefer, my immediate
requirement of "due process.",
minimum
to
find
to
him
to
went
so
and
superior,
HE WILL TELL you, on the contrary,
· my dismay that he, too, had not been of.
of one student I sent to him personally.
fered an explanation.
She was a young lady who was in a: good
He told me that he was just as stardeal of trouble and who was · a source of
tled and shocked ·as I and had simply
real concern to Dean Wunderlich' and
been informed wit,h no explanation what'
others. .
soever that my pay raise had been cut
clues,
for
search
~
despairing
_
my
In
$100.00.
back to a token
having been answered only by your si-This apparent disregard of both Dr.
lenc~ I wondered briefly if someone
Kiefer and meand of the way things are

More Parliam-ents

,r;

_;t
-ti¥
·f/•
•'

The' Stra_nge ProgressJon
Student
The editorial;y quoted
_,.idniversities have their ,.own
..
AnSteve
-Presid€nt
s~ nge way of moving -ahead.-.:Aqd , Government
saying:
·'. ~-- • derson as
··wtliave moved.
''I think Pres. Allen should be
many, change always has
the~_!:!lement of danger. But Mon- commende_d for being 'flexible and
'{ USF's All University Senate;.-;-, :reco~!derin g his l)revious actions
da%
,·
anf a!dvisory body to the president,. oh this issue."
Yes, Pres. Allen should be comand: •a body whicb._ sometimes
se~med - grossly misnamed .- fin- mended for allowing those miniish~E} one stage in necessary re- mal revis'ions ,,that make the Uni~
vers,ity Senate a somewhat freefon}n : It changed itself.
body that can now det~rwiBed
Pres;
weeks
_
FOR "SEVERAL
own _recommendations to
ts
rhfne)
biocks
body
executive·
Allen threw
~orme:lY wielded 817that_
mah
the
_
·
for
qu~st
to llie University Senate's
option. And_hope:.ruling
h~d
iron
-St.
a
In
ch;fuge. Then he rescinded.
we will ,see
future,
the_
.
m
.
.tiJ,rly,
last
Petsrsburg ?)mes ed~torial
substantiv-e,
to
y1eldmg
Allen_
week The Times wrote "Fortunatec~llllge
fo~
~
reue~ts
.
qual~o.tive
_
ly, '. y.hen the final c~unch .came;
Without
body,
this
from
commg
After
Pres,; Allen- ·r econsidered..
twjc;:e r_efusini; to allow proposed him presi_ding over i~Jike a mother
umvers1ty government reforms to duck fearmg her -motherhood.
WE ARE -1RE!WNJ)EI.! of a
reiiwin on the ·s enate's agenda,
}.l~eri' gave in to mounting concern - modern day axiom whi?h is somean~,jrt he. matter ,,carrte to a vote times irritating but 1rue -;- _chang~
U~F:, has
is _relative. And' lately
Wedpesday."
.
.
. ;
'

.-

..

~'

~-

i

....

.

-. '

~

-.

.To

. changed. If not in structure, at
least in•feeling apd awareness. But ·
.. ·,
ther,e,J"sso-far to . go. - , ' ,
'~
editorial,
Oracle
Irr last -week's
we
"Deatlj_is No -Way To Live",
·
said:-_f:
'
,...,....._
.
":Avuniversity lives or dies depending 'upon the quality of substantive and meaningful 'CQmmunicati9ii all levels.
"TO THIS POINT -there has
been 'uttlf communication-- aleng ·
administrativ e line!S,
"R_esponses, · few though they
are, have usually been ~ouched in ·
wo.r.d-game phrases that serve .to
' confuse issues, rather .than to clar. ify them."
B~cause of the .reeent developments; we are confident this University will not die. If-will live ,_
perhaps limp, crawl and stagger but it will live. There .a,re people
· here to see to th_iit. 1

at

(

~

•

I

;>~Resi·gning _Js
'President John S. Allen in effect,- later changed the time to ""'1:15,
reSigne.d- Monday afternqon. _, EE!w : which indicated a change in ~c;,
people were there to see it, bu't the tics.
Previously Allen had talked to
pr~ss knew it ; you could· see it ·in
th~ir eyes and their confident ·and Burke Kibfor, chairman , ·of the
,,
'
smug grins as they waited for ' Board.of Regents.
APPARENTLY KIBLER put
Alfen to end his statement:
:"The life of a university presi- the damper on Allen's plans to, andent -js by Hs nature vigorous and nounce his resignation.
Allen has been characterized as rigorous," the president said. "Because of this, I have thought of re- appearing somewhat like an army
tireil_lent prior to the mandatocy .. colonel. He . does not delegate .any
of his responsibility, ·and when he
agf,
;"I THINK J know higher educ:a-- _ decides to do something, that is
tioh rather well a'nd' I 'have thought . what he does - with .no deviation.
_"When I am ready to, resign, I
I inighf-::make' a further· conJribu•
tiop. to itln some less taxing role.'' will tell you," Allen said in the
The -retirement age is 65. -Allen press conference: "You . will not
is 62. Allen had originally called a · have to make guesses or surmispress conference for 3 p.m. - he · ef!."

But ·no guesses or surmises are
necessary ~ the word has come
down, and .it is as · cle~r as . Allen
has always been . . . and right by
the book, too.
ALLEN IS NOW what Kibler
called a "lame duck president."
His qfficial announcement of liis
resignation is, for all practical purposes, imminent.
It's like a secret in a small -town
- everybody knows it's 1rue, -but
nobody is willing to say for sure; it
could be too damaging.
But will somebody please tell
Pres. Allen he has resigned so we
can get back to the business of
education and get away-from the
logistics of politics.

Dig Peace In A Peaceful Way -··
': A great challenge has been presented to the marchers in the Mora tqrium-in Washington.
;The Department of Justice and
the Pentagon have made it quite
obvious that trouble is expected
from the marchers.
) J:T IS UNFORTUNATE to say
tht;? least that the President and the
po»1ers that be in Washington believe it's necessary to take such
precautions in view of ·the Bill of
Rights.
· ;But then this nation has
cnanged and changed greatly since
our -constitution was drafted. Who,
in 1787., would have ever· dreamed
that 500,000 Americans would ever

feel a need to 'assemble in · one
place and at one time to voice their
opinion and exercise their right to
dissent?
The President says he believes
the "Silent Majority" of Americans are behind him and his poli-_
cies. He further ·says that this na-'
tion's · policy must not be decided
by the minority of "people in the
street" and that he will not listen
to them.
NEVEJ,t BEFORE has there
been such a mammoth vocal minority. Can the President ignore such
a large segment'of _the people?
We feel he can't. There are fac.
tions of the multitudes of protes-

tors that are potentially dangerous
to the stability of the SY.Stem.
Failure to at . leastjpublicly listen to and recognize·· the signifi~ance of the Moratorjµm coupled
with the calling out of the troops
will only add fuel to the spark of
rev~lution which these factions
'
seek.
WE FEEL THE greatest impact will be achieved if, wh~p.
faced by the helmeted; gasmasked, club-wielding ·_-troops, the
peace demqnstrator s 'are indeed
peaceful.
Leave the rocks, bottles, and
cans o/ nthe ground or .in the garcans on the ground or in the gar-

Duz:ing the · third quarter of
last year the American Idea
Parliament suggested to Ed-win P. · Martin, dean of the
College of Basic Studies, that
groups similar to their group
be formed in each of the de:,.
partmen,ts w.ithin the college.
They based the request upon
the success that they had obtained in communicating with
the faculty of the American
Idea department. Their opinions were influential in first
lowering the value of the departmental exam and then of
abolishing · it, - ·Their . views
were also considered when
discussing texts to be used in
the course.
The CBS Association Council joined . the American Idea
Parliament in -endorsing the
idea. At the beginning of this
quarter, Dean Martin gave
-- the Council his endorsement
of the plan and asked that we
enter into discussions with the
r departments I in an effort to
form such groups.
At the present time discus•
sions are being carried on
,~ith each department. The
department chairmen have
been contacted and have been
most cordial as well as helpful. We hope to have a group
of students in each depart-ment working on guidelines to
· be followed by a group within·
•that ·departmen,t by the end of
-t his quarter and' in n~xt .quar- ,
ter we hope to have s_ome sort ·
of communication group set
up in each of the eight departments in the College of Basic
· Studies.
The groups have two pur- poses. First, the groups will
serve to improve communications between students and
faculty in the college, Although the groups , will _be
varied according to the_needs
of the students and faculty in
each- department there \Vill be
a definite communication between students and faculty,
This quite naturally will be /
different in the Behavioral
Science department. which has
a large faculty and a large
numb&r of students taking the
course than it -will1 be in the
Physical Science department
which is much smaller .
The main purpose of_ the
councils is the formation of a
consensus of those students
taking a Basic Studies co_urse 1
on subjects which affect them /
and to communicate this point
of view to the faculty.
. The second purpose of the
groups is to-improve relations
between the CBS Association
and its elected council. This
will be done by allowing one
member of each departmental
group to sit on the Council as ·
an ex officio member and for
a member of each group to
serve as a voting member .of
t h e Council's Curriculum ·
Committee.
One point that I ·definitely
want to stress is the vai:'iabi_]ity of these groups to_fit the ·

·we

on
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EDl'rOR:
This week an important victory for
freedom was won when the Federal District Court in Orlando threw out negative
phrases from the Loyalty Gath, which is
required of all state employees. State
employees will still be required to take
an oath, but this one asserts positive
support of the Constitution of the United
States and of the State of Florida.
This victory for freedom was won by
several courageous teachers and the
American · Civil Liberties Union. The
State of Florida owes a considerable
debt to these people.
Many people misunderstand the role
of the A.C.L.U. The American Civil
Liberties Union has ' been praised by
Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, and
Kennedy, and_by General Douglas Mac.Arthur, among many others. Its mission
is to fight for the preservation of the fun-

dam·ental rights guaranteed by the Constitution of the U,nited States. It is a fight
for · free speech, fair trial, and equality
before the law.
UNFORTUNATELY, it is a fight that
is never won. Th'9se confused people who
say that_the A.C.L.U. is a Communist organization are saying that the . fight to
preserve the COI)Stitution of the United
States is a Communist' goal. This Is the
absurd position of these critics of the
'
A.C.L.U.
·we invite students to join and . help
preserve these rights. This victory in the
Law of the Oath case is only one of the
many successes of the Florida A.C.L.U.
We invite studen,ts to come to the state
board meetings to realize the important
role this organization plays , in our society.
DR. JAMES A. GOULD
Chairman, Tampa Chapter
A.C.L.U.
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University Senate:
Episode Of Madl)ess

Senate Revisions: ,
Potel1tial Significance

~

By PAUL WHITE

Commentary
Se>metimes I ·h ave trouble
telling the comic from the absurd. I tried to a:ttend the SG
Senate today. I arrived at the
back door of Chemistry 111
only to find the doors closed
and guarded.
.
Not terribly dismayed at
this I went to try- the front
door. However · this was also
closed and two men were
guarding it. There was a
group of perhaps 15 people
there.
A \VELL KNOWN professor _
wor~ecl through the crowd .

and immediately gained entrance. A few minutes later
another professor tried but·
failed. He pulled the door
open and the two mf n told
him he couldn't come in.
He inquired why and w;s
told "fice regulations" only
permit a limited ~ u m b e r
of people to enter. He asked if
they had counted but they
failed to reply.
He then bluritly told them
that this was an open meeting
for the students and faculty to
which he belonged. They
asked for his credentials and
he asked for theirs.

ONE OF THE men pulled
out a wallet ·to show what I
was told was a ~ard saying he
was a sheriff. The other was a
PE professor. They again said
he could not enter and he said
woul_d ~hysically enter as
1t was his right.
,
The sheriff, who was a rath:
er large man, then simply •
stepped through the door thus.
forcing the professo.r ou[ The
prof asked if he was under arrest and was told he was not.
He then left.
After about 10 minutes most ·
of the people had left. I looked
in the door and could see a

?e

r

good deal of standing room in
the back.
ABOUT THIS time I found
the PE professor was a mildly
militant.' When I pulled on one
side of the door he pulled on
the other side. I then changed
strategy antl pushed on the ·
other door.
He responded by pushing on
his side. I t hen knocked on the
glass and pointed to the free
space and then at him. He
looked at me, , shook his head
and gripped both doors firmly. I became stoic and gave
up.
As a last effort I went down

"Hell .'NoI· I Won't Go'L
By LEONARD MARTINO
Commen~ry

those held by middle of the
road · and conservative ·stu_dents.

liefs by non-attendance at
class.
It is the- fondest hope of the·
radical element of the society,
be it left or right ( especially
left in my opinion) that the
university is a partisan club
to be used in order to club
the government into submis-

in the basement and asked a ·
m an there if I could listen in
·the side door. He said he
' .
didn't care. I found the door
but I also found a campus cop,
blocking the door.
EDITOR'S NOTE : The follow- ganization.
I LEANED FORWARD and . ing sta tement was r eceived by
Perhaps now we can get
asked him if I promised not to The Oracle late Monday af- down to the serious business
disrupt thfi! meeting, would he ternoon from Steve Anderson, of putting this University
let me stand there and listen. S t ud e Ji t , Government (SG) wher e it should be - ahead of
He replied that he wasn't president a lter .the University . all others .
going to move. By this time _ ~nate meetin~ where. seven
The · final - decision, o·f
about 10 other people had revision ·proposals originating
course, .is P res. Allen's. I cer found this spot.
\
·in• his •office were pas sed.
tajnly hope that he will accuSo there we stood, pushed
r ately interpret the sentiment
up against the cop straining to
. I. am pleased, · to say · the of the-Senate a nd approve the
see and hear what. we could.
least , with the a ctions of the r-evisions.
,
By looking _over tile cop's Senat e. ·
I
think
it's
im pera tive if we
shoulder I was able, to count;
are
ever
to
have
a ny kind of
no
doubt
that.
this
·
There
is
to my dismay, '13 vacant seats
harmony
or
effective
dialogue
in th~ half of t he auditorium I is the most significant t~ing
here
at
USF.
could see. . .
.
that has happened at thi's Uni.versity . f?r . quite som_e_ time.
If everyone wa~ silent,
was possible
b ear a 'word
The _~en.it~ h~s finally de~
now ana: men· but never cided to adapt to changing
enough lo .· understand what .tirries and circumstances at
was happening.
USF.
'
THIS EPISODE of madness
, What we have been needing
leads "me ··to believe that for
here for a long time .is an ef~vents which --wilL .be of the
fective communications sysimportance of · ·this · senate
tem where the .voice of · stumeet ing a , large room · could
dents, faculty, and staff can
possrqly oe1· fouild
? Unless, of' be transmitted to • the presi'
course, someone doesn't want
dent. Through its stand on
everyone· to be there ?
this issue, the Sena te has set
itself aside as this type of O!'·

BY STEVE ANDERSON

.to

sion, arid that the student
body is just a handy-dandy
sour ce of cannon fodder for
the Marxist utopia of the future.
I' SAY, "HELL no, I won't.
go," - that is I won't go
against my beiiefs and my
country.
· ·

it

Most students, at least most
WE CAN SEE this moral1
• male students, are aware of
,
coercion
at wor k in · our own
· what the "draft" is. It is a
system whereby the central · student goverm;nent, which
government conscripts, on the seeks to enroll passive and
penalty o f imprisonment, subdued students id their
young men for military ser- army of protest.
1Thi~ entity which has the-efvice.
·
.
.
Objections to the draft have frontery to' call itself a govranged from the libertarian ernment, the gall- to say that
view that service to the state it can speak for the student ·
should not be- forced, to the body (when so few even see it
I
.
political one, that service in worthwhile to vote for it) and
· the military in a certain war the impudence to give . the
might be immoral, morality general public a negative
defined often as a hatred for view of students in general,
one's COl!ntry.
via the press, wants to use the
\·.·
tended to work. Not even pur law or language.
By NICK HALL
NO MATTER WHAT one's threat of moral blackmail on
Bring America back to E ngland ·was decided
Commentary
view i_s on forced servitude for resisting students.
as
the only ·workable solution, and it is to fulUsing
the
ghost
of
Sen.
Joe
any cause, all agree that . an
In this psycho-analytical age in which the filling that objective•that I am dedicated.
McCarthy
as
a
bloody
shirt
element of force is alwa'.ys imthing to do is to seek out one's own identity
One must read and listen to the news media
plied. Nor would · one argue and as a rallying cry for their and to ask such revealing questions as to who,
besides
live with the natives to fully undersoft-minded
m1mons,
t
hey
that in the case of national
what, and why am I . . . I feel prompted to stand the country tha t he is visiting. All \Vinte r
brand
all
protest
to
their
survival, a strong argument
, comment upon those who not only have asked long I poured ' t:!)r.ougq newspape~ and magacan be forwarded that the . schemes, "far rightists:"
these questions of me, but who have also as- ,zines lying on newsstands in an a tte mpt to find
rights of an individual can be
I FOR O:NE RESENT this sumed the authority to answer them.
the most practical way by which to proceed.
suspended in order to pre- brand of thinking, this illogiDuring the course of this quarter I learned,
Evidence that I came a cross pointe d in just
serve the community.
cal mental doodling which as- much fo my astonishment, that not only. am I one direction: disrupt the classes .and the a dThis is all nice and fine sumes that if the university is a trouble maker (and as a consequence of rewhen it is merely a question not closed down in order to cent events, an outside agitator) but that I am ministration of a lar ge, potentially sympathetic university for the purpose of launching a nd
of physical force being used in advertise their ignorance to also in league with certain members of the
OJJder to punish a reluctant lhe · public they are being de- faculty for the express purpose of disrupting publicizing my grand national attack (to come
· draftee. How about the moral nied t h e i r Constitutional the mood of tranquility which for some un- at a later date).
THE DAKOTAS, WYOMING, California,
punishrrients applied by a new riP:hts.
known reason , is belie~ to prevail at this
Texas, New York and a host of other sta tes
breed of conscriptors?
Phooey, if the University University.
I am speaking here of the ·cannot impose any one reliAGREED, CERTAIN of my actions could, were examined in search of the right universicollege phalanx · that is de- gious belief on the student by stretching one's imagination, be construed ty. At last I found it. A young, impressionable
manding ·ideological obedience body by forced attendance at as evidence in support of this rather feeble hy- state university with a secretary functioning
.as pcesident ii.nd a constitution. to· bind m e .
•
· ·
. ~ o ,their peculiar.. $etl,of beliefs~ a -·de'nominational ~service, 'it - pothesis.
My last correspondence wtth the H~me Sec-. ~
' beliefs that run counter to "should not force 3 political be- " ·'And it's most unfortunate -that it is so feeble
- - - - - - - - - - -- ------~--=----- for had those people (,vhomever they might r etary asked that others be sent to assist m e
J
be} approached me on · the matter, I would in my cause. 'I\vo weeks lat er, I made contact
with a member of the British Secret Service
JANUA-RY 19 :
willingly have answered any questions they
as faculty m ember.
-IN
·
TO•·.·_.., might have posed, thus, either strengthening or posing
Together, we've ·:conSpirecr ag.afr1st this uni- - ;
APRIL 25
weakening their case against me (whichever
versity writing pro·-'British '"Sentiments· ·on: the
they preferred).
·
walls of men's ro.oIPS~ana'_.spre;iding rumors
CID0C INVITES YOU TO CUERNAVACA for sixteen:
My apology. It's most presumptuous of me
that all is well in Britain (though a ctually it's
seminars aimed at finding w'ays to free ~ducationto feel that they would approach me directly.
not) since graffi~ i and ru~ ors .. appear to be,.
from schoolrng.-Seminar leaders will include:
Information learned secondhand .is far more the most effective means of- communica tion on
·
.
·
intriguing since one can interpet it any way he
-·· ' ·
' <',. • JEROME BRUNER
JOHN H.bi."t --··- ·
· pleases with a legitimate -excuse for being ig- this campus.
WHEN THE PRO-BRITISH sentiment ·is in. PAULO FREIRE
IYAN JLLICH
norant .of the truth.
"'
PAUL GOODMAN
JONATHAN K0ZOL
. AMERICANS SEEM to thrive on controver- versely proportiona1'to the pro:American seqtis·..
1
Taie the entire program or enroll in individual ~minor,, Toke acfvansy so l et it not be said that -I, in any way, ment, we go into action.
' First we will- switch the -building signs
toge of conference ond courses on lotin America· and of INTENSIVE
attmpted to disrupt or, interfere with their enINSTRUCTION lN SPOKEN SPANISH.
joyment. TherefQre, I shall now present both around. Life Science Building will be substitutFor detailed information write: CIOOC-SPRING 1970
facts and non-facts for my opposition to ponder . ed with the Univers ity Center sign, the Theatre sign will bl'? placed on the gym and vice
APD0 479, CUERNA-VACA, MEXICO
.over.
So as to not remove the elements of suspi- versa, etc. so that when the security police are
cion- and uncertainty (from which so much called to defend the Administra tion building,
pleasure is derived) I shall present t his maze they will find instea d that, because of the misof information -in such a way that the truth placed signs, they are actually at the Dev~lopmental Health Center.
will be indiscernible from the lies as the subIt has been estimated that in their state of
jects crawl llirough it:
confusion,
it will take them at least 30 minutes
We have' now come to accept (albeit, with
before
they
find the a ctual Administration
regret) that most members ef the former British Colonial Empire . prefer to be ruled badly ., Building which ought to be time enough to .
by themselves than with the competence and take over the execufve offices. (A se cret stairI
'
way leading to the president's office will be
honesty of the British.
. GEORGE WASHINGTON and Thomas Jef- used so as to avoid the appearance of a frontal
·.
. '.,
ferson left home to_ feel their ,vings and,· de- assault since panic 'is the last thing that we
spite their periodic disagreements, their island want.)
mother stood understandingly by.
lVHILST THE SECURITY force is searchBut no matter how distant in space, and ing in earnest for the Administration Building,
time her son may be, a mother can never fully we will p;roceed (with maps so that we ourrepress her concern for her son's welfare. And selves won't become confused) to the Library
in more recent times, that concern has been Building where we will begin broadcasting
/
.
mounting. EspecialJy after th.e battle of Chica- over WUSF tapes of outdated BBC programs;
~
go, race riots and (worst of all) the frequent Pr9tiably' from the year 1958, since the at mosa ssassinations.
phere on campus hasn't changed much since ·
·
Mother wants to help; and in that capacity, then.
I received a memo from the Home Secretary
- With the raising of the Union J a ck, our r evasking for advice. We had considered moving oluti.on will reach its climax. Our progress reEngland to America, but after selling London port ·will be submitted to the Home Secretar y ; Bridge and the Queen Mary, realized that it and if he still wants America (and it's been
wouldn't work.
rumored. that he's having second thoughts a bout
IN FACT NOTHING wor ks in America the it) , we will travel about the country in search
way it works in England or the way it was in- of other universities to carr y on our revolution.

British Secret Agen:ts
Active ·On Campu\s .·. ·.

ANDERSON
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PROTECTNE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
Graduate Study

'

Complete Sports Car
Center"

MOST _IMPORTANT
FOREIGN CAR CENTER FOR
FACULTY & STUDENTS AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF SO•.FLA.
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CARS
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And· we've come 11p with some pretty important informa•
tion. For example, \.Ve know that college men are in the
best healt h period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because o[' this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. Tl's calle.d
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at• preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental d~ath, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. Th~ College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, and becomes completelr paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get· full details from these College Representatives:
· Jack F. Newkirk.
Joseph S. Waters
Ad cock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, :\lariner Building
· 5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel. : 877-8391
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Billikens End Brahman Streak

MILLER'S
HIGH-LIFE
By JEFF MILLER

·.·Emotions Reign
At Soccer Game

Team· £/igible
For Tournament

Sports Editor

,

•

Kernick, SeifertAre Favorites

I .

•

I

I

opened with St. Louis in possession of the ball. Within two
minutes B i 11 McDermott
The USF Brahmans lost . scored for the Billikens on an
Every team has its favorite player. The Mets have Krane- th~ir chance for an: undefeaf- assist from Gene Geimer.
,pool, the Colts have Unitas, the _Gators have Alvarez, and the ed season last Saturday by This put the Billikens .i.head
Dolphins have Griese.
Louis 3-1. The I 2-0.
bowing . to St.
•
But USF differs in that the fans prefer t_wo players rather Brahmans' only goal was
Action nearly came to a
than one. In that department, Jerry Seifert and Max Kemick made on an 18 'yard scoring standstill as the Brahmans
play by freshman Max ·Ker- seemed to be incapable of
take top.honors.
nick. USF is still eligible to scoring. Finally, with nine
play in the NCAA regional minutes elapsed in the· third
SEIFERT IS A SENIOR and will be leaving USF next yeaz:. playoffs.
quarter, Max Kernick booted
In his goalie position, he has been a distinct advantage to the
St. Louis Scores First Goal
one in for South Florida to
of
Play started with a burst
Brahmahs. Seifert made 17- saves against St. Louis this week enthusiasm by both teams. make the score 2-1. The -crowd
and prevented a slight loss from being a disasterous one. There was a lot of body con· responded with a tremendous
and the game seemed to
. Kemick, a freshman from Birmingham, England, scored tact as the Brahman defense roar
to life again.
come
atthe' Brahmans only goal against the Billikens from about 18 challenged the aggressive
...
0........,EIl>=W.~L=C.JLS=..J
goalie,
USF
Louis.
St.
of
tack
yards out. Kernick has some definite ideas about a rematch
rem~?ing
minutes
tw_o
With
.
magnl-'
Jerry Seifert played
·
with St. Louis.
ficently, blocking ' one shot 1n the third quarter, B1ll1ke11
after another. Concerning Sei• , Pat 1.:eky attempted a pena!"I THINK WE WOULD beat them if we played them fert 's performance, C,oach ty kick, only . to have !t
again," said the red-haired Britisher. "With Pete (Tuminia) Holcomb commented, "This st0PPed by goalie Jerry Se1out, it was hard for us to get rolling. We were basically weak,
6- U. of South Florida, Nov. 12, _1969
.(
was the best game I've ever fert.
the midfield was dominated by St. Louis. They played as a unit
seen him play."
and not individually."
THE FINAL . QUARTER
dominated by the Billiwas
Brahman Coach Dan Holcomb took the same position as
L]j:ADING THE Billiken's kens. Pisani and Joe Hamm ·,
Kemick. "Those boys (St. Louis) have been playing together offensive attack were Gene
:momentum
since they were in junior high school, so naturally they worked Geimer, Jobn Pisani, and Tim kept the offensive With 10 :13
Louis.
St.
for
going
as a . team. Our boys were working more individually than as a Leeker. With good ball control
remaining in the battle Al
team," Holcomb said.
and acc;urate shooting, they
scored the final goal
Trost
forced the Brahmans into de10 yards out. This
Most of the Brahman players played against St. Louis team
about
from
fending their goal continuousLouis of victory.
St.
-assured
members in high school. Nine USF soccermen hail from St.
ly. USF defenders, John Hor•
to win the game
on
went
They
,Louis. Tim Flynn, a 6-faot-3 forward for the Billikens, rememvath and Brockholst Barrett 3-1.
bers playing ball against some of the Brahmans. "In my high
in spite
courageously
played
·
Dan
Costello,
Mike
and
Fran
against
played
school days, I
of the overpowering attack of
Tim Flynn and Gary Ren- '
Gaffney, Phil Vitale, and Jack Belford. They were really fine
opponents.
their
played tough defensively •
sing
·
cor1petiti;irs," said Flynn.
Continuous , attem~ts . to for the Billikens. The St.
score were ,made by both Louis players have been playHOLCOMB WAS HOPING to win the game to pull ahead of teams, and _finally, with 1 :55 ing together for years. After
Navy in the rankings. "A tie would have done just as good," left in ; the ;'first. half, Tim the game Coach Holcomb
Holcomb said. "Right now, all ·we have to worry about is Leekerman 4ged to net one commented, "They have good
staying in the· top 4 ranking in the South." The other prospects for St. Louis: The half ended cohesion as a team. Their
in the region are Navy, Maryland, Virginia, and Jacksonville with St. Louis ahead 1.0.
passing game is the best in
University. "I don't want to play Jacksonville that much," said
the country, and they move
Holcomb. "They know they couldn't beat us and all they would.
' the ball well."
HALF
SEOOND
THE
try to do is injure us so we couldn't continue with the tourney."
By l\llKE STROKER
Sports Writer .

L=!..JC!£,,W!&
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By V\TO CARPITELLA
Sports Writer

to forestall turning the field
in to a boxing ring.

Saturday's savage soccer
spectacular between the St.
Louis Billikens and the USF
Brahmans will long be remembered :by excited spectators who witnessed what was
perhaps the greatest sporting
event in USF history.

Although the Brahmans
were d~wned' 3-1, the biggest
down of all was scored by referee C. J. Van Eyck.

Nip and tuck until the second quarter when St. Louis
scored its first goal, clamoring
throngs of Brahman admir~rs
never, Jost hope.
TEMPERS FLAIRED when
mild-mannered Max Kemick,
after trying to kick the ball
from under the legs of sitting
Billiken, was pushed by Mike
Serrey after the time-out
whistle had blown. T h e
players had to be restrained

•

IN VESTS, PONCHOS
AND FRINGE.D BAGS

OUR NEW LINE OF BELTS )
( SEE
WATCH BANDS & MOCCASINS

04:,~Ee~~ !fE <,_
306 N. Dale Mabry
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OPEN 'TIL 6 P.M. . Ph.' 8~6-9486

.
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After the game, most Brahmans felt that the game should
·
' ,
have been played in England.
-

After the game, Kappa Phi
held a car smash, where students vented their frustrations
with a hammer and Cadillac,

SU ED E''''
• ••••'

. . . :-=:..-'·

~

PERHAPS IN AN effort to
make up for the previous fracas, USF coach Don Holcomb
practically , initiated a love
fest when . Kernick scored a
goal in the third quarter and
tied the score.

HOME AUTO TAPE PLAYERS . LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN . ROLLING STONE TICKETS .

Holcomb thought Kernick has seen be!:fer games even
though he scored the only point. "I think Max -had an off-day,
he has done better than that," Holcomb stated. "Usually his position doesn't warrant scoring plays .such as the one he made,
but Max has done an excellent job for us so far this -year."
KERNICK SAW ONE thing in the St. Louis game that he
has never seen before. When cth_e· referee was injured ii) . the
third quarter, the game cgntinued ~s1:jsual with just 09e refer:•·
'ee. "If that were to happen in Eng_l@q, "-· sa'i~~ ernick, "The· .
game would be abandoned."

Van Eyck had to be carried
'bodily off the field under · a
storm of spectacular cheers
from the crowd after he badly
sprained his left calf.

~~~· ".f-ftc....:\;::,};;'- ,;,,~./
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*CE ILIN G

AND
VISI BILI TY
UNL IMIT ED
.,

At Pratt & Whitney Air~raft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv•
ing an engineering degree. The preceding Presid_ent, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate ,hem ·well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate e·ducation opportunities. Encourag~ them to push
lnto fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
· reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they. can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a 'B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL•
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM•
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE• ENGINEERING SCIENCE• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer !.!. or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Epgineering Department, Pratt.& Whitney
Aircra~, East Hartford, Cpnnecticut 06108.

Coach Sees

Good Season
,,

L"·

'TIL CHRISTMAS . .•

I .

>
t
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GHECK US OUT NOW !
•
•
•
•
•

Coe_d Living • Heated Pools
Air Conditioned • Convenie nce
Lounges With TV on Each Floor
Semi Private Bath.
15 and 20 Meals Pe; Week Plans

UNIVERSITY APPROVED
RE,IDENCE HALLS

PH. 971-9550

FON TAN A HALL
OM FLETCHER
ACROSS FROM U.S.F.

.DE SOTO HALL

Tryouts for th e nonscholarship golfers were held
over the past two weekends
with some surprising results.
From the scores recorded
by the qualifiers, it looks as
though there may be some
new and unexpected faces on
the golf team this year.
Of the sixteen men who
tried out, only six survived
the cut, enabling them to
compete against the scholarship players for positions on
the team.
The six qualifiers and their
scores recorded· far 72 holes of
golf are as follows: Rich
. Tumlin,• 319; Gary Morgan,
318; Ron Tumlin, 319 ; Jody
White, 322; Joe Pagano, 323;
and Mike 'omominico, 326.
Coach Wes Berner was
pleased to find the qualifiers
scoring so well. "I am confident of a successful season,"
he said.

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas .
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and' terrestrial uses, and
other· ~dvanced systems.

Sherouse Directs
lmprov,ised Play
"Joke !" (which was.the original title) includes Linda
Heath, Dorene Malinowski,
Mark Goldbaum,· Doug Kaye,
Steve Ivester, and Darryl.
" Joke!" will be told at 4 p.m.
this Friday in the Centre
Stage.

Prat t &Whi tney Airc raft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

ClVISIQN 01" UNlTf:0
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COl'tl'OIU.TION

An Equal Opporlllnity tmplO)'lr

Bunion Derby Tests Walkers Stamina
I

By Mary Ellen Moore

(Please see BUNION In addition to the attractiveness of the Derby was the exDERBY photo feature on citement
(especially at the
Page 11 .)
finish line).

Sports Writer

Showman Paradise:
A Possibility Here
· At last! Judging by all the people going around in sweaters,
and breathing funnily to see if they can see ·their breath, winter
has come to USF.
So stash your bathing suits, surfboards and water skis and
bring out your winter toys - sleds, ice skates and show skis.
BUT SOMETHING~ lacking? Something basic like snow
(alias slush, mush, ice and a few unprintables that people up
North would like to see printed). But that's incidental. Anybody
with initiative can easily overcome such a handicap.
For example, take the problem of sledding without ha_rdpacked snow. Florida (to use a cliche) has plenty of sparkling
white sand. So, close your eyes, think cold, open them and what
have you got? Sand in your eyes.
BUT, ONCE AGAIN, that's unimportant. All you have to do
is find a few stray dogs (one stray friend will do) , harness him
to your sled (being careful to not knock him out completely, or
the purpose would be defeated) and you're off!
Off where? Off to find a hill of course. And by the time you
get to the nearest hill (discounting Crescent) you may just !ind
some snow. And thus, one problem is solved.
Sliding right along, we bump into ice-skating, the sport of
champions. Now indoor ice skating is available in the area, but
that's only for the un-adventurous. The truly daring look
toward new vistas for their fun and what do they see, but that
giant ice-skating rink in the sky - Tampa Bay.
YOUR DISGUST is showing by now, but you do want to
keep the blood circulating this winter so ...
Don't you know that if you buy drinks from Morrison 's
they'll give you FREE ICE! Wow! So if everybody gets together and pools this generous gift, we could (maybe, perhaps, possibly, couldn't we?) turn the -Bay into a skating rink. Forget
the fact that salt works rapidly in melting ice. Facts are irrelevant, anyway.
Ariyway ... Now that you've traded your water skis in for ·
snow skis it's time to trade the ocean in for mountains. And
that, friends, is about the biggest problem we've faced all
morning. The only visible solution is Crescent Hill (because although 'you can sleigh-ride your way to Northern hills, skiing
your way is an entiely different matter (horn).
BUT THE PROBLEM is easily solved. New Party is eager
to attract people -:- they frequently hold " jams" o_n the top of
the Hill. Now if it could •be worked so instead of hiring bands,. they'd buy·some snow and turn the Mountain into a skier's paradise, everybody would be ,happy.
Of course, they might try to charge for the use of their
snow, but that's only just and fair. And America is based on
justness and fairness , and all that kind of stuff, anyway.
So, if you choose not to have fun in the snow this winter,
· despair not! There art!! ways (and there are ways) .of having
fun indoors, too. And-at the same time - you can keep warm.
Old riv.als met in football intramural action last Friday.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) beat Sigma Nu 21-14. Alpha 4 West
defeated Alpha 3 East 15-7. Freshman Buck Buchanon played
'outstanding ball for Alpha__t ~ast with 2:40 left in tbeJjrsJ_half. .
·Buchanon made a tremendous interception and ran the bal! ,81!,~
yards for a touchdown.
·
SAE had a good supply of Gator-ade on hand to keep them
going and claim they owe. the victory ·_to the potency of the liquid.
. .
1

By MARY ELLEN MOORE
Sports Writer

Lined up to meet the winners were George Michelle of
WFLA-TV, Rick Norcross of
the Tampa Times and judges
from the Oracle. Despite the
unscheduled absence of President Allen; the Derby went
according to schedule.
The entrants convened last
week to learn the rules governing the contest. Miller
even demonstrated the proper
way to walk and tile improper
way - which was running.
Apparently his demo_nstration
did not interest many students
(or else was so unbelievable
that everybody simply ignored it).

"Walk, do not run; do not
go on to the grass; do not
drop your books; and do
not worry about getting hit by
cars when you cross the
street." And on that humorous little p ate (interjected by
Jeff Miller, sports e_ditor) , the
3rd Annual Oracle Bunion
Derby began.
The derby itself consisted of
a more than half-mile trek
across campus, from Fine
Arts to the Gym. Thirty-eight
(38) students ent~red the. contest. Not surprlspgly, the majority of the entrants in the
When the starting gun went
grueling, energy s a p p i n g
off, so did 38 .eager walkers
event, were girls. What hap•
(including Jan Walker, The
pened, men? _
Oracle's favorite daughter,
who eventually came in last,
but not least, having gathered
several male observers along
the way).
Bt1t towards the end of the
road, several derbiers became
A soccer tournament ,for so exhausted having to walk
six:man teams will be held on all that way that they simply
,Saturday, Nov. 15 and Nov. 22 had to break into a run.
on the Intramural fields.
And that's where the trouThe competition is open to ble began. At the end.
all USF students except varsiSeveral conscientious , obty' soccer team members.
servers . reported the fast
Junior varsity players may
· movements of .these selfparticipate.
·
Players must shoot from
outside a 15-yard radius from
the goal, and there will be Iio
off-sides rule. Two ten-minute
halves will be played.
.
The tournament will be either round-robin or double
elimination, depending upon
the number of entries. Play
will begin at 1 p.m. on Nov.
15, with the second day of
play starting at 10 a.m. on
Nov. 22.
To enter, teams should register with
Intramural Office in PED 100, or call 9742125, no later than 4' p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 13.

Tournaments
To Be Held

~v
(
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proclaimed winners to the
judges, ·and the cliche of the
past (it's not whether you win
or lose, its the way you play
the game) became a thing of
the past._
Joe Lewkowicz, Independent
walker, repeated last year's
performance and w a l k e d
(without a doubt) in first. Second and third places went to
Ray Logan and Mike Postek,

A Wrestler's Life-A Lot Of Hard Work
Sweat and tears, wrestling
is sweat and tears and being
hungry. Hungry for missed
meals and for food that is forbidden during the season. The
scales are a constant reminder that Monday weigh-ins are
present all weekend Jong.
· And it involves practice.
The r,itual of dressing; vinyl
first and heayy sweat cliJthes and then more vi'nyl, each article still damp from yesterday's sweat. Miles of running
and exercises push you well
beyond your limit.
TWO MEN TU!'tfBLE about
on a sweat-slippery mat,
crushing and straining to perfect each move. It takes all

this and more for nine minutes on the mat. Nine isolated
minutes s p e n t competing
against a man who has gone
tbrough as much as you have.
Nine minutes that last for
nine forevers.
And then it's over. Your accomplishments make all the
hard and grueling work worth
it.
A WRESTLING CLUB bas
been formed at USF with the
expressed desire of becoming
a varsity sport. Dual meets
with other schools can be
scheduled as a club. If you
have had wrestling experience
or are interested in joining

this newly formed club please
contact Stuart Cannes, ext.
6383, and leave your name
and phone number, or attend
the initial workouts Tuesday
evenings in the wrestling
room in the PE Building.
USF has an overabundance
of wrestling talent. Ml)st . of
this talent hails from Miami,
which has had the state high
school champs for the past
five years. Dewey Abel, who
wrestled in high school for
Miami Palmetto and in college for the Citadel, said he
would like to see a wrestling
team he.er .at USF. "I think
that it would add greatly to
the student bl)dy," said Abel.

both representing Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Of the many female walkers, Judy G;unther, representing Delta Delta Delta, was
first over the finish line and
: not too tired that she couldn't
smile for the many photographers there to greet the winners.
Both first place entrants receved a pack of Bunion pads,
complements of ,The Oracle.
And for all you students
who complain about having
only 12 minutes to_ make it
from one class to another,
don't. Lewkowicz made the
trek in a record-hreaking 4
minutes, 23 seconds - al)d
he's willing to challenge anybody who thinks he really
can't do it.

Alley Report
The USF Bowling league
standings for this week are as
follows:
Won

Team No. l

25

1~

21½
21

Team No. 1

15

1~1/J
15
'.21'

Team No, 7
Team No. 5

U
12

Team No. 2

High Ind. Game• Men: Art Stran_ge 207

High Ind. Game-Women:

Perk Dickey H9

Luc ll le Hans.com 1,9
High l Game Series Men:
High 3 Game Ser ies -

Wom en:

Gloria Strange ·u,

,
Art Strange 53.f

Lucill! Hanscom -442

The College of Business Administration ls having an advising week for those students
planning to register Quarter
.

-T,hursday, Nov. 20 . through
Wednesday, Nov. 26 nas been
resei'ved for consultation with
advisors. The consultations
will be held in the faculty of. fices.

_Take a look at 1970 Datsun
& discover all the extras you get
. at no extra cost.
Extras like whitewalls. Super efficient overhead cam engine, disc brakes,
. full-synchro 4-speed stick shifts. Deluxe wheel covers, locking gas caps, full
vinyl upholstery, undercoating ••• even a radio and tachometer on the
1600 Sp~rts
.. .
sports cars. All included rn our list price.
Compare Datsun's features.
You'll discover you get more
luxury, more extras, much
more car for the money.

Pickup

Drive a Datsun .••
then decide at:

DifiiiN~

Our interviewer will be here soon. Talk to him.

make good things happen. See our
interviewers on campus. Or send a
resume to: Manager Professional
Recruitment, 717 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022
ARCO Chemical Division
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation
Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company

SEDANS • WAGON• PICKUP• SPORTS CARS

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
813 W. Kennedy

ideas and energy. People who can see
the potentials-usual and unusualwhich our products have tor improving
the world. People like you. Bring your
ideals, and your motivation, where they'll

253-3106

the new AtlanticRichfieldComp~ny ARCO~

11·
20

9½ · 261/1

Advising Set

We're a petroleum and energy company.
But we believe that making our world a
better place to live in makes good sense
as well as good business. And this kind
of thinking demands individuals with

11

22

Team No. 6
Team No . 4

the

II.

Loll

Te am No. 8

An Equal Opportunity Emplo~r

Music And .Art _Center
To Open In Ybor City
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ORAC.LE
FINE
ARTS

Asylum Opens Doors Thursday
Production Site-Main Sta geThursday night the Asylum the most controversial drama
of Charen ton will open its in recent theatrical history. It
doors to the USF and Tampa has been commended and
communities, signifying the condemned, shunned a n d
opening of Theatre USF's sec- praised; but it can not be igond major production of the nored. Despite personal sub'. season, "The Persecution and jective reactions, it is gen•Assassination of Jean-Paul erally regarded by everyone
Marat as Performed by the as a brilliant piece of theatre.
' Inmates of the Asylum of
Peter Brook, who directed
Charenton Under the 'oirec- the first English version in
: tion of the Marquis de Sade." London in 1964 (upon which
The production will take the film 1vas based) , says, in
place on the Main Stage of the· an introduction to the script,
: Theatre Auditorium , and will "Starting with its title, every: even extend off the stage and th(ng about this play is de: into the house. It will play signed to crack the spectator
•this weekend and the next, on the jaw, then douse him
: Thursday through Saturday at with ice-cold water, then force
;s:30 p.m. The audiepce is . him to assess intelligently
:urged not to be late.
what has happened to him,
give him a kick . .. then
then
: "MARAT-SADE" is perhaps
bring him back to his senses
again.
It's not exactly Brecht and
it's not Shakespeare either,
but it's very Elizabethan and
very much.of our time."
German playwright Peter
script is translated by
Weiss'
·
Geoffrey Skelton, ·with verse
· adaptation by Adrian Mitchell
- and music by R. C. Peaslee.
!"
The English version captures
• ST. PETERSBURG - Over all of the power, tension,
:200 students, faculty and staff humor, and terror of the origi•
:ate heartily last week at a nal.
-free picnic luncheon sponS, CL I V E
::,ored by the St: Pete Campus - 0 F W E
BARNES, critic for the New
:Student Activities Council.
has said, "Weiss
·~ The luncheon introduced a York Times,
plays like other
write
not
does
·:series of activities being .
a highly
creates
He
people.
::planned for the St. Pete camor perframework,
dramatic
. pus this_year.
field
magnetic
a
better
haps
·. The Wayfarers, a local folk ·of dramatic force, and offers
; group; provided live enterta in- this to a director and the ac·m ent for those attending the tors, and invites them to pin
:three-hour Jong luncheon.
the audience's ears back and
. The event provided students stab them with facts."
.and faculty an opportunity to
Brook adds, "He forces us
_get together socially in a rerelate opposites and face
to
faxed atmosphere, according
s. He leaves us
contradiction
to a Council spokesman.
for meaning
searches"
He
raw.
· The Council has '{Ilet with
one and
defining
of
instead
·administrato rs for 'the past
of findresponsibility
the
puts
-month to discuss and develop
it
where
back
answers
the
ing
.
:campus functions
drathe
Off
belongs.
properly
:· Although there is a wide
-age variation among the stu- matist and onto ourselves."
~ents, council members said
Or, as the character Jean-:they felt the luncheon showed Paul Marat says in the play
"that p~ople of -many different itself, . " Tlie important thing is
·ages and interests can get to- to pull yourself up by your
gether and have a good time. own hair - To turn yourself
- The Council is planning inside out and see the whole
more activities for later in the world ·with _fresh ·eyes."
. year and the Wed nesday
CARL WILLIAMS, director
meetings are open to all stuTheatre USF's production,
of
dents. The Council meets at 11
developed the show along
has
a.m. in room 144 in building
true to Wei's s' precepts,
lines
"B.,,
creating a thoroughly stimulating experience for audience
and actor alike.

which catered for all whose
behaviour had made them socially impossible, whether
they were lunatics or not . ..
In exclusive Paris circles it
was considered a rare pleasure to attend Sade's theatrical performances in the
'hiding-place for the moral rejects of civilised society.' "
THE AUDIENCE AT USF
is invited to -put themselves in
the positions of the French nobility who came to Charenton
for Sade's shows, and keep in
mind that the play Sade, himself an inmate, has written, is
performed by the inmates of
the asylum.
Madame Maryon M. Moise,
Theatre USF costumer, has
been bard at work preparing
costumes for the huge cast

~200 Attend

On Nebraska Ave.,
1 Block N. of Fletcher

GAS
FOR

LESS
On Nebraska Ave.
1 Block N. of Fletcher

$AVE YOUR
CAMPUS DOLLARS
On Nebraska Ave.
1 Block N. of Fletcher

By VICKI SMITHSON
· Times Writer
Tampans · finally got out of
their apathetic rut in a series
of stafiding ovations that
shook Curtis Hixon at tJie -Tur_'
tles~'l1hree Dog Night concert
Nov. 2.
The audience was very unreceptive at first. Hoyt Axton
opened the show with some
country and western tunes.
He acted - like a a pseudohippie, giving the peace sign
and saying "groovy." ·
But he woke the audience
up with his rendition df the
"Pusher." He strained his
vocal chords to cream out the
epithet, "God-damn the pusher.,,

.

.

Einphasizes

Campus Picnic

SONNY'S
AUTOMOTIVE
'AND SERVICE
STATION

Fan·s Enthusiastic
At Curtis Hixon

HEP Program

~USF-St. Pete

IS

from Whaley's designs. "If
you ask me," she said, "we·• re
all crazy; and if we're not,
t)1en it's a very good imitation"!'_'
The immense cast of sixty•
plus includes · Alvis Sherouse
as the Marquis de Sade, Tim
Weinfeld as Revolution leader
Jean-Paul Marat, and Karen
Spadacene as the beautiful as•
sassin Charlotte Corday. Also
in the cast are Terry Beaver,
Ray Tyler, Bah Pregentek,
Rina Reynolds, Rick · Moncrief, Martha Tiller, Doug
-Kaye, Ron Zarr, and Jose Grinan.
There might still be some
. available tickets at the Theatre Box Office, ext. 2323, and
Theatre USF advises that procrastination is not the best
policy.,

lnvovement
Involvement is the only way
to solve a social problem, and
USF is becoming involved,
through the High School Equivalency Program (HEP).
HEP began at the University three years ago, and is
meeting a serious , problem
head-on.
With government aid, the
organization sponsors 50 students, helping with their housing problems, and academic
obligations.
Thes: student's, who live in
the University Apts., and for
Jack of money, have not been
able to obtain a high school
education .
THE RECRUITING is done
by nationally known organizations such as VISTA. They
search the slums and ghettos
for those who have the potential to succeed- in this program.
The program's requirements call for the student to
be between 17 and 22 years of
age, from a migranJ or seasonal farm worker background, and meet the economic criteria.

gressive potential are the
three main objectives of HEP.
A separate staff of teachers

working with this program,
teach a well-rounded curricuthe stulum designed .to make
\
prepare
to
and
dents aware,
him to pass the state Gener.al
Education Development test.
This justly entitles him to his
high school diploma.

IN A MUCH MORE recep. tive mood, the audience welcomed the Turtles. Held together by .the wit and antics
of Howard Kaylan , the group
played most of their old hits
and a few songs from their
new album, "Turtle Soup."
During the last songs, a new
facet of the Turtles' personali•
ty appeared. They · showed
that the group was made up
of individual musicians and
that each had his O\yn special
way of doing his own thing.

THE HEP STUDENTS re•
main on campu,s and return to
their homes only three times
each school year. This is to
keep them in an academic atmosphere, and out of their
former environment.
All the privileges and rules
on-campus students have are
shared by the HEP program
students. Numerous courses
are offered, plus personal and
group counseling.
Through this program, HEP
tries to rescue those who are
lost in the slums. Sociologists,
economists, and psychologists
study the problems of poverty
that society faces.

Thomas L. Murphy, coordinator of the HEP program,
Russell G. Whaley, designer ~ Academi c education, Vaca- stated, "The HEP ·program is
of the sets and costumes for tional training · and employ- _ the answer to the millions of
pro- hours of research."
"Marat-Sade." calls the show ment sustained through
"a •black comedy designed to
move the viewer to active
participation and response."
Indeed, the audience itself
figures into the per.formance.
As Weiss himself explains,
10. AUTOMOTIVE
"Charenton was an institution 2. FOR RENT
For rent: New modern 2 BR 1967 V\'I Fastback $1350. Clean.
Duplex apt. ½ mile from USF, Air conditioned. PH 876-5659
'
$125. Call Mary Coolidge, 935- After 8 p.m. Phone 877-1396
9589
Immaculate rooms: Private
home ; reasonable. Family at- 12. SWAPS
-$1_0_f_o_r_t_h_e_p_e_r_s_on_w_h_o_w_il_l_t_a_ke
mosphere. 988-8130
over my contract at DeSoto Hall
6. MISC: FOR SALE
for qrts. 2&3. If interested can
Philip Heffner at 971-2097 at DeSet your price - we selJ th e Soto Hall or stop by Room 610.
book. :=,tudent Book Exchange. $25 for the person who will take
Collection. December: 10, 11 aild over my . DeSoto Hall contract.
12. Sale on. January 2, 3 and . 5. If interested call 971-7444. Room
Pi Sigma Epsilon - Student 530 DeSoto
Gov't.

All Kinds of Repair Work

0 :R,2\.CLE CLASSIFIED

ADS

ri"-'"""*-'~:,wmm%W-"',=SW-ID
'TERRACE '%'"'"''
'"'·'· fa:AssiFifit"'"" ·= -· 14. HELP WAN TED
' '""'""·""'
Earn extra mo'.ney - take -orders
ADVERTISING RATES
BEAUTY
for Merle NoDTian Cosmetics in

5(27lines
characters/line) ·__ . $1.00
Additional Line . ------ ·15
Repeated: 24 ~ssues ---- -~:
TEMPLE TERRACE
Mor~ tb~n 4 issues ·--- ·7°
SHOPPING CENTER
27
: P~r,,!i:;!!:,e~ ' "c~ r:~t::.~,,
Phone 988-2798
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At Reasonable Rates.
On Nebraska Ave.
1 Block N.of Fletcher
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your dqrm. Call for details.
Mrs. Hooper, 988-7394
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS
FROM TAMPA B/1.Y AREA CAREER - $600. · per month,
plus expense allowance for man
needed for aggressive insurance
agency. Send resume to: P .O.
Box 11702, Tampa, Floricj.;t,
33610
Free folksing and fashion show
for students. Presenting the
newest hip fa shions at Tampa's
two most unusual boutiques.
Every Friday 7pm to 8:30pm at
Fashion Showboat, 3917 W. Kennedy, and Saturday 2pm ~ 4pm
at Garden of Fashion, 1908 W.
Buffalo. Music by Keith Fenwick. Paid folksingers and models who wish to participate,
please call 877-7821 fbr more information .
One or two coeds to answer IN
phone calls on evenings and
weekends. Exchange for living
quarters in $75,000 conte mporary home on Lake, eight minutes north of Univ. Phone 9496788

15. SERVICES OFFERED
Wide belts, wide watchbands . . . everything in· leather gear is breaking loose at
riveted vests,fringed jackets and leath er pants. You'll
the Turtle Tree. Fringed vests, _

see what's happening in clothes, headgear, little gifties, things to see and smell and
100·1 other marvels at the Turtle Tree.

'TUR TLE
TRE E

Open 11-9 P.M. Daily, Sunday Afternoons
New Location at 719 W. Kennedy (next to
Val~ncia Garden~). Phone' 251•5955

Typing my home - reasonable
By page or by hour as desired.
251-6331

~O. PERSONALS
JCG -

ccs.

A Music and Art Center,
staffed largely with personnel
from USF Music and Art De-

I love you always. -

Troubled? St. -Tim's has some
good listeners. Fellowship and
communication Thursday, 7
a.m. Join us for coffee and discussion . 971-8525; 872-0274

The Turtles returned for an

The Fine Arts Film Art
Series is presenting the
fourth program of the
quarter.
This week's program, to
be shown Friday at 2 p.m.
in Fine A,rts - Humanities
101 includes:
Eugene Atget

Diving Sequence
I-' Nine Variations on a
Dance Theme
I-' Penny Bright
I-'

"' The Critic
The next program
scheduled for Dec. 5.

· THREE ·DOG NIGHT was
utterly fantastic. There is no
other word for it. They came
on so strong,- you could feel
them -projecting their person. ality into the Hall. You could
feel your body ·tingling as you
watched and .you felt like running up on stage and dancing
wildly.
The black drummer in the
back-up band gave a solo that
· brought on three standing
ovations. He used his hands
as well as drumsticks to
range the beat from soft to
ear-piercing feverish pitch.
Three Dog Night may not
play instruments, but their
singing makes up for it. Each
has a good voice and puts so
much expression and emotion
into it, that the listener is
completely drawn up into the
song. It sure beats drugs for
getting high.

Ext. 2311 for collection r,t
donations.
THE PROGRAM is designed
to enhance underpriveleged
children's knowledge of culture and to introduce them to
the subtle communication that
is music, Miss Enix said.
· USF music education students will also benefit from
the program according to
Miss Enix, because of the
training they will receive in
r e p a i r i n g instruments by
working on the donated instruments reaped through the
drive: And they will be gaining experience in music instruction through their work
with the children, the music
instructor said .
Eventually graduate students in music education will
be completing their internship
at the settlement house, Miss
Enix said.
SHE ADDED that in this
initial phase of the center
there will be no salaries expended for administration or
instructional staff.
Members of Sigma Alpha
Iota , the national ,vomen's
music sorority, are now devoting time to rennovating the 1
chu rch and are going to help
teach the children, Miss Enix
said.

,-LEVI'S

SHOP EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS
ENGLISH AND WESTERN GIFTS
FRINGE JACKETS .
BOOTS AND BELTS
BELL BOTTOMS FOR LADIES

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE ,
6027 N. DALE MABRY

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
Graduate Stucty

Film Series
Schedule

I-'

encore after a standing ovation and played soemthing
close to hard rock. The audi. ence was . stunned by this
new sound coming from the
soft, sweet-sounding _Turtles.
Finally, · the awaited mo. ment came: Three Dog Night
. appeared, but not until after
the audience was sitting on
. the edge of their seats. Rea. son: the •backup band tuned
up . in the .dark for ten min·
·
utes.

partments will operate in the vacant U n i t e d Methodist
Church building on 17th St. in
Ybor City.
The center, or settlement
house, is sponsored financially
by the Tampa M\Jdel City Program and will provide free
music and art instruction for
children in the area.
The church was donated as
the center through the influence of Rev. Hector Navas
Nov. 4, according to Miss
Margery Enix, associate pro•
fessor of music.
Miss Enix said rennovations
including patching the ro·of,
replacing broken windows and
the · painting of the · interior,
-will begin this week.
The USF music department .
is now sponsoring an instru-.
ment drive i!l .Tampa so free
instruments can be made
available to· the children for
learning and practicing. Recorders, drum sets and gtlit~s are being called for as
· well as regular - band instruments.
Miss Enix said the music .
department will repair and
adjust _ the instruments· and
· furnish letters of appraisal for
tax purposes.
Interested persons. can call .

is

And we've come up with some pretty important inf?rma·
tion. For example, we know that college men are m the
best health period of their lives, !hat they have a grea!er
life expectancy, and that they will command greater m·
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've ·designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college ni"en. It's called
the Protective Life College .Senior Plan, and· of_fers exceptional benefits ~t ]lr~ferred -rates. ~ovcrai;e mcll!~es_
accidental death, disability, and a protecte_d_ msura91htv .
benefit. The College Senior""I'Ian-lias no . war"ex~1llsiori'-:clause, offers full aviati,on coverage, and bcco111es com-·
plelely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premm~1
. _
deposits may· be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from these College Representative s:
Robert Meyer
.
Richard Greenlee
Ad cock-l\-loore &: Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel.: 877-8391 ,

PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCF COMPANY

.,
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Choral Groups
To Perform In

Judith Kase To Spearhead
·Children's Theatre Course

Exhibit On Display ' Now

St. Petersburg
Choral groups from the University will sing at St. Petersburg's Christ M e t h o d i s t
Church at 6:30 p.m. Saturday:
·The Fine Arts Chorale, the
Chamber Singers and the_Chorus will be _,in concert, directed by Dr. Gordon Johnson,
professor of music.

1

losophic problems or spirsional designs within the
itual stimulation.
plexiglass box.
On an aesthetic level, the
However, the lamentable
deficiency inherent in the · viewer can · travel no further into the work or into
result of Small's work is
himself (at the expense of ·
the fact that the creator ofquestioning; ·
constructive
fers little to the vi~wer
beyond the visual scheme .. philosophizing, ~and concluding) than .his eyes can .
Small provokes-. no mystiperceive.
cal · challenge and few phi-

The " Sculpture" exhibit
-~ by Neal Small (Library
Gallery) is an impressive
display of v i r t u o s o
craftsmanship. and technical ability. With laboratory
precision, Small has explored the "illusion-secret"
of building.· three-dimen-

,

"M i d s u m m e r Nights' Whaley, chairman of the theaD r e a m" for elementary ,tre arts department, USF is
school children? True, Ju- lucky to get · her. · He went on
dith Kase, associate professor to say, "In the last three
of theater · arts, did such a years she has been recognized
production in ·· New Hamp- as an outstanding authority on
young people's theatre by the
shire.
For three and a half years Children's Theatre Conference
Miss Kase was project direc- and the American Educationtor for the Theatre Resources al Theatre Association."
for Youth Try program sponTheatre tor' children should
ered , by · the federal govern- develop · an awareness of
ment. During this time many ·drama in elementary schools,
plays ranging from popular says Miss Kase. "It should be
legends to Don Quixote were good theatre which can be enpresented for - c h i 1 d r e n joyed by children from school
throughout New Hampshire.
age up, but also be enjoyable
·
ACCORDING TO Russell G. by their parents."

_ Selections from Bach, Beethov~n and Brah'ms will be
sung by the Fine Arts Cho- \
rale. The Chamber singers
will feature contemporary and
avant . garde chorale music
and selections from Schutz's
·'
Story" and Pu"Christmas
ulen·c•s "Gloria" will be sung
by the Chorus. Howard Hanson's " Song of Democracy"
will close the program.

~

•

lntrodu.cing

-BAY AUTO SALES L. T.D.
USF's Import Headquarters

•

COME IN FOR YOUR FREE GIFT

Music Forum Schedules
Two .Concerts In FAH
.- The · Music Forum has
scheduled ni.ro concerts in the
Fine Arts-Humanities Building (F~) 101 at2 p.m .

~

. On Novem'ber 21 the "Concert Of Music For Cello and
~iano" will be performed by
Nelson Cooke , principal Cellist, Royal Philharmonic Orchestr,1!,, London iind _ Gary .
Wolf. associate professor of
Music.

.

By BOB JEROME
Staff Correspondent

the latter if the Bijou is not
too far away.

THE clumsily - titled "CruThe name Pasquale Festa
is a would-be comedy
sades"
Campanile is one to rememm a k e s sport of
which
ber - or forget - depending
custom of placmedieval
the
mo-current
his
of
which
on
tion pictures a filmgoer hap- ing chastity belts on damsels
whose husbands were · duty
pens to see.
to ride off to fight the
hound
'.The 'ltalian director is best
known (if at all) ·for a picar- Saracens.
From the moment an
esque World War I opus, "The
Girl and The General," which . arnior-pla ted Tony C u r t i s
mingled comedy and tragedy 'pratfalls into view as an inept
in more or Jess the right por• knight distrustful of his fiery
portions and featured Rod wife, the audience can sense
Steiger in one of his Jess bom- this enterprise is going to be
as graceful and sure-footed as
bas.'tic performances.
· Now Festa Campanile is an elephant in qui.cksand.
rep.resented on U.S. screens Even the radiant pre~ence. of
by ' .' On the Way to· The Cru- a dubbed Monica Vitti, as the
put-upon fair lady, is scant
sades I Met A Girl Who ... "
. ,;~!l\l:__ ''. Thi Liber.~~pe," · ~M _compensation for . the he<j.vy. . viewers would do · well fo handed running ,iio8~u~,,,"i!\t1!
•~~avoil:F ' tile' former and catch passes for knockaboul liumor.

...~Of1!ing
~

•

'
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Crusades MClkes Sport
Of Medieval Customs

USF. Photos

The "Fine Arts Chorale and
Chamb~r. Singers" (concert
preview) will be presented by
Gordon Johnson, professor of
·
Music.

·"...

•

'Scion,/:
.

~ ,. -,

To his credit, Festa Campanile keeps the improbable
plot in motion, yet. downhill is
,
the principal direction.

IEGISTEI AT J.M. FIELDS FOR A FREE CAR

MG ••• SAAB ••• SIMCA •~ •

make her own survey in hopes
of discovering what circumstances best suit a neophyte .
sex-pot.
She retains her innocent demhnor, if m:,t her "nice girl"
standing, as she searches for
Mr. Right among a couple of
decidedly ·'"'.rang numbers, in- _
eluding a ~hy tennis pro, a
motorized romeo, and a sadist
,l.>ho gives her a thrashing.

Catherine
IRONICALLY,
Spaak is nowhere near as accomplished as Monica Vitti in
.the art of acting yet, surrounded by a reasonably literate script, an intelligent costar, fair - to - middlin- dubbing and supported by her
In time she comes across a
own undr ess !)<)wers, she
comes off surprisingly well in quiet, s e r i o u s physician
(Jean-Louis Trintignant) who
"The Libertine."
to be shocked by her
refuses
shelbut
attractive
As an
tered young widow, Miss bulldozer tactics. During one
Spaak · discovers her· late, un• excursion, she taunts him by
lamented husband indulged throwing most of her clothing
in some indelicate sexual ac- out of the car window, but he
tivities in a heavily-mirrored _ expertly counters .by driving
private pad. Irked because, he into a gas station where. the
never_ inc:jyd~d her in_ hi_s ,se- service improves ·as the atten.cret swinging, she decides - to dants catch sight of her.
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WE WELCOME USF
STUDENTS & STAFF
LOOk THESE SPECIALS OVER: .
I

USED ·,

-NEW!

'66 Austin Healy

1969 Austin American

MK Ill
'66 Spitfire
'65 AUSTIN HEALY
/ MGB ROADSTER
$1295

#1776
1969 MGB
1969 V4 Sonett
Where the Action Is

BAY AUTO
SALES & SERVICE iTD.
, 35_0 0 Florida Ave. ·

•

~;.~;_::~~,.

Ph. 935-7470
Directly Behind 99'r Resta·urant
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ROCk SOUNDS To Hit The Co.Hege Scene
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l'AIL LOUNGE OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO ·. 3:00 A.M.
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USF's Prof. Winthrop Proves
Rese,arCh And Teac.hing ·Possible
\

given his interdisciplinary
work by distinguished scholars both here and abroad.
•
cut
His publications
late information from
Social Research in 1953
and Southwest," "World
across many academic
with an interdisciplinary , many sources into a uniWho's Who In Science"
areas from sociology and
fied picture. "The alternain psychology, soFutudoctorate
In
Who
Is
"Who
and
psychology to economics
tive to this overview of
ciology and philosophy.
rology All The World
and the humanities, from
human behavior and techOver."
philosophy and education
His 376-page dissertation
is social chaos,"
nology
to mathematical models
on mathematical formulae
NO IVORY~TOWER theosays.
Winthrop
and scientific humanism.
pretori
theory
in diffusion
rist aloof from students,
which
at
rate
e
th_
dicting
listare
His publications
WINTHROP PUBLISH·
Winthrop also pours his
people propagate new beed in the Annual Reports of
ES frequently in the fields
energies into a full teachhavior patterns \Vas a har:-. of humanistic and existenFaculty Publications of the
ing schedule. He enjoys
USF.
tial psychology concerned
nothing better than to shar- · hinger of the prolific pen
which later'was to follow. , with such matters as the
IN 1968, BE published · pen his wits on any issue
role of values in behavior;
W i n t h r a p has also
whiqh lends itself to his
"Ventures In Social Interconstitutional
in
the nature of self, love creworked
rif
sense
biting
sometimes
·
pretation," a pioneer interativity, identity, growth,
psychology, which is conhumor which can be seen
disciplinary volume in so·psychological health and
cerned with ·thi; relationin a national publication
cial science which received
bodyself-actuhlization. ·
n
e
e
w
t
e
b
ship
USF
by
re\:eptly
launche~
very favoFable reviews.
structure and personality.
"Father
mehibers,
faculty
Dr. Abraham Maslow,
In 1970 nvo new volumes
ljomilies."
Handy
Joe's
president of the Amerpast
AMO.J'fG· THESE are
are scheduled to appear:
DR. WINTHROP'S diPsychological Associaican
Socializing in the more ' verse writings in the past
such well-known profes"Exploration and Vistas In
commissioned Wintion,
little
holds
forms
familiar
sional magazines as the
Psychology," and "Tomor10 years reveal an in terdis'do the first official
to
throp
He
Winthrop.
-for
allure
Journal of Existentialism,
row's Culture and Leisure:
ciplinary s c h o I a r lwho
of . this , new
description
considers partying a threat
the Journal, of Humanistic
Technology, Sensitivity and
deeply believes that few
in 'a
appeared
which
field
\of
regimen
strict
his
to
Psychology and the Jour·
Taste."
complex social problems
Human'.
"A
entitled
paper
tremendous
a
owe
"I
work.
nal of Human Relations. · 1
He is listed in such stanbelong exclusively to any
istic Psychology Is Born"
dard references as "Amer- .' debt of gratitide ,to my colsingle, academic disdpline.
But sheer volume is not
(The Humanist, 1964) and
me
inviting
not
for
leagues
ican Men · of Science,"
the measure of the man , to
He is both saddened and
widely distributed prowas
quips.
he
cocktails,"
to
"Who's Who In the South
judge from the recognition
amused that so many spe'
fessionally.
Asked how he finds the
cialists in university life
"Explorabook,
new
His
time to do it all, Winth~op
assume a sort of intellectution And Vistas In Psycholsaid, "I seldom get· more
al "squatter sovereignty"
scheduled for 1970,
ogy,"
. than -three hours sleep a
with respect to many of the
this description
carries
night; four occasionally,
·pressing issues of our time.
further.
much
and I find that's all I
exis
Specialization
need."
THE IMPACT of autotremely important, says
mation and cybernation on
Winthrop, but it becomes a
A TYPICAL "work day"
society · explored in his
cult when it results in
begins after classes about
book, "Ventures in Social
·
the
see
to
"unable'
being
goes
usually
6 · p.m., and
Interpretation," c a r r i e s
forest for the trees."
through to 3 a.m. Some
implications for the recon- ·
days he calls "reading
Winthrop makes repeatstruction of tbe human
"writing
others
days" ;
ed use of the phrase "concommunity.
days." During the past
interin
vergence concept"
quarter break, he read
He has written considerdisciplinary endeavor. He
. about 60 books.
ably on community reconbelieves that in an increasstruction, the dangers of
ingly complex society, the
Winthrop was graduatetl
bureaucracy,
technocracy,
corremust
scientist
social
For
School
New,
the
from

If prizes were given for
scholarly w r i t i n g, Dr.
Henry Winthrop, professor
of interdisciplinary social
science, would easily walk
away with the blue ribbon.
Since 1942, he has published over 530 articles,
studies, papers, reviews
and books. Over 400 of
these were written since he
- joined the USF faculty as a
charter member in 1960.
breaks down to an asThis
.
.tounding_average of about
45 publications a year.
. Winthrop regularly contributes to about two dozen
professioµal journals, both
foreign ;'liJid· domestic, on
which he,serves as an edi·
tor. . ;f

cally thousands of Einf e e I s . that technology
steins. at a clip? What
should be studied to deter~
. how people can use'mme
be the effects of widely
used household robots?
fully occupy their· extra
What !>Ught we to expect
time.
when human brains are
He points out the inconlinked to c o m p u t e r s
gruity of a society which,
(Cyborgs) to extend man's · he says, boasts of the
intelligence?
labor-saving devices it provides the modern woman,
FINALLY, . what kind ilf
only to . release her to
a world will we have if its
spend most of her freecurrent and growing social
time "to 'play gin rummy,
complexity c~mtinues but
garden parties and
attend
aver,
the
of
intelligence
the
1
age ' man · remains the •watch the boob-tube for
hours on end."
same?
As a researcher and
Winthrop's w r k in
studies of the future ap- · writer-scholar, Winthrop is
a humane social scientist
pear frequently in the leadwhose main concern is to
in
journal
American
ing
BE SAYS technology,
cultural standards so
raise
Futurist."
"The
field,
this
miniturization,
such as
will make cf
"man
that
mass
a
on
writings
his
In
prefabrication, computers,
person
better
a
himself
Dr.
leisure,
and
cultqre
and the growing knowledge
improving
with
concerned
the
condemns
Winthrop
of how to harness natural
himself and his fellow
mass media, among other
energy, should be thought
man."
tdissemina
for
institutions,
of as a tool to free mancul"low-quality
a
ing
kind.
AS A TEACHER, Winture." This is one \vhich
throp is concerned with
Winthrop has published
distracts people from the
in what is now called
communicating his knowlreal issues of life, and proedge and his lieliefs to his
"Studies of the . Future."
duces a nation of "over- ' students. He takes great
Here ' he is concerned with
adolescents.''
grown
predicting
and
detecting
pride in his excellertt repuThis, he says, encouragthe social impact of new
tation as an instructor, not
ey; stoddy values, lack of
technological d e v e l o ~
only because he sincerely
social perception and aim· ments.
likes to teach, but also bein the disposal of cause he feels a compullessness
Win,
happen
will
What
one's energies. Mass culthrop asks, when desalinasion to correct "the stereture· constituted one of the
tion becomes economically
otyp~ that . a productive
major themes in Winfeasible everywhere, when
scholar cannot be a good
teacher."
drugs to control personali- · throp's book, "Ventures In
Social Interpretation."
ty are widely used, and
Dr. Winthrop is proof
when electronic substitutes
that a man can ·be both.
ON MASS leisure, he
for human organs extend
the life span?
What happens when man
learns to produce genetieducation relevant to "the
new world • .a • comi,ng,"
decentralization and the effects . of growing social
complexity on the democratic process.
. Overcentralization, Winthrop believes; is preven- ·
ting the participatnry democracy which young people now demand.
that an inHe believes
I
I
•
creasmg cybernated technology, instead of overindividuality,
whelming
can be put to use to restore
small socJetal groups capable. of governing themselves.
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SG To Help Revive HELP .
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The Help....EJld ,Legal .Prob: h ems (HELP) ' chaptetA:' at
USF is ~till .struggling for life
- due mainly to lack of response from the student body.
· According to Richard Pfoci(ChE, ME , EE , CE) or MBA With technical undergraduate degree for plant ca, HELP president, the orgamanagement and engr. design •nd connization is attempting to get a
struction positions.
. NOV.,
.
subsidy from the Student GovIBM Corp,, Math:, Chem., Phy.,
ernment (SG).
Engr., Acctg. •nd Mktg, majors tor
marketing, systems engrg. and comput..
Plocica .said SG Pres. Steve
er programming positions.
Anderson has already offered
IBM Boca Raton: Engr., Math., Bus.

~~~

..,'
.. .
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:• Official Notices
,· Wlll!dr1wa1 deadline without penalty .
."-

Nov. 14.

l Advising Schedules for Undecided Ad·

Liberal Arts Off-Campus Term, desiring"
to adv ise various wavs this course may
be used as in Co-op, may get informa•
tion from Mr. Miller or Mr!, Bobbitt,
Co-op Office, sso, Ext. 2171. In brief,

..7¥11ees,· whose names begin with A
"..through I, and R through Z:
~ Nov. -13, PHY 209, 1-2 p.m., and 3-5

the course may'have variable credit
from 1-5 hOurs per quarter, may be
repeated, and may carry any USF pre-

~ -~Ov. 17, PHY 211, 8-9 a.m.

chairman concerned. L
Swim ming on Tuesday and Thursday
nights has been changed from Argos
Pool to 'the Natatorlum ; hours · 7-9 p.m.
Research Council: Applications for
faculty release-ti me awards for FY
1970-71 •re available in ADM 107. Application deadline is , TtJursday Jan. 29,

,:: Nov. 18 PHY 209, 2-5 p.m.
• Nov. 19, PHY 211, 2-5 p.m,
~! For those names beg in with J
'.:through Q, report as OT HER ADV I._ISORS SCHEDULE.
4 Office Name Change: The name of
.;rhe Developmental Center has been
\ changed to the "Counseli ng Center for

..liuman Develo'pment.' '
: Oll·C•mpus Term and CBS 400: Ad·

.~i sers of students going on an off•
campus qUa rter under the College · of

fix

other than

CBS

if' •pproved

by

1970.

., Sponsored Research: Postdoctoral Research Associateshlps are available
through National Research Council to
Engineering aiid Natural Science facul-

Research Fellowships In the Huma nities & Social Sciences 1070-71 , are
also available. Appl ication information

ty;

on both In Division of Sponsored Research, ADM 107, Ext. 2897.

Salary · Information for November
Payroll: Because of the Thanksgiving
Holiday, paychecks will be distributed
Wednesday, Nov. 26, at 2 p.m. In order
to meet the dead line, all payroll information must be rl!ceived by the Pay roll
Office ADM 1-47, no later than TlJestiay,
,
Nov. 11.
· Appeal for Musical Instruments:
Donations of instruments for Hillsbor•
ough County Schools {whose resources
are very llmltedl are requested by USF
Music Dept., who will collect them,
pair them and furnish letters of ap.
pr•lsal for fax purposes. Call Exl. 2311
for collection.
Insurance Survey Questionnaire: If

re-

TUESDAY
you did not receive this questionnaire
Marine Con:i, 9 a.m., UC 205 &
with your salary check on last Friday,
Lobby.
please get one from Joyce McKee, Per•
Phi Della The!■ Blood Drive, 9 a .m.,
sonnel, ADM 280. This is your InsurUC 251.
ance coverage - please indi cate your
Engineering Exam, 9 a.m., UC 2.48 N
concern and Interest - complete the
form no later than Friday, Nov. 15. & s.
Tampa Campus address for Dean , Dean's Luncheon, noon, UC 255.
. Chem. Dept. Luncheon, noon, UC 256.
Lester W. Tuttle, Jr. is ADM 299 - his
Student Affa irs Planning, 2 p.m., UC
cal ls should be directed to Ext. 2846.
' Adm. of Lib. Arts majors for electrical
His St. Petersburg address remains the 158.
UCPC soundsations, 6 ~.m ., The•lre.
engr., progr!imming, acctg. and fisame : 830 First Sfreet South, St. PeAdvanced Esperanto, 7 :30 p.m., FAH
nance.
tersburg, 33701.
132.

Campus Date Book

Times and places of organizations
meetfng regularly are posted on ·the
bulletin
Lobby
Center
University
boards.
TODAY
Navy, 9 a.m . • UC 205.
Div. of Adm. Luncheon, 11 :JO a .m.,

VOLKSWAGEN
REPAIRS

■

Circle K Luncheon, noon, UC 248 N &
Pi Mu Epsilon Reception, 2 p.m., UC

252 E.

Ed., 2 p.m.,

Assoc. for Childhood

KIVA

THURSDAY
Navy, 9 a.m ., UC 205.

..K AUTOMOTIVE

BIS Luncheon, noon,

Christian

Science

UC 255 & 6.

Counselling, 3:30

p.m. , UC 204.

__ United Fund, -4 p.m., UC 158.
FRIDAY
Navy, 9 a. m., UC 205. ,
CBS, 2 p,m ., U.C 204.
UCPC Dance, 9 a,m., UC 248 N & S.
SATURDAY
No Events.

FACTORY TRAINED
MECHANICS; FACTORY MAINTENANCE
AND INSPECTION SJ0.50
.

SUNDAY ,

No Events

MONDAY.
, Marine Corp, 9 a.m., ,UC

205 &

Lobbv.

Engin«ring Exam, 9 a.m., UC 248 N

&

EDU 208.
Viewpoint, 2 p,m ., UC 252 E & W.

7500 NEBRASKA AVE.
PH. 234-5471

s.

Viewpoint Luncheon, noon, UC 2.56.
As,oc . For Childhood Ed., 2 p.m ..
Inter-Collegiate Music Festival, 7:30

TAMPA, FLA.

p.m ., UC 158.
Town & Gown Meeting, B p.m., UC
255 & 6.

Recital, Jacques Abram, piano, 8:00
p.m., Thea tre.

O!

ITALI
*

SPAGHETTI

with

w.

*' MEAT-BALL t<
I.

•

SANDWICH

TODAY, NOV. 12

career Planning Conference .tor !1udents interested in Cooperative Educat ion assignments du ring Quarters 11
and 111, 2 p.m., SSO 19.
Or ientation program for Liberal Arts
Off-Campus Term .Program, SOC 110, 2
p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 17
Co-Op Council Meeting, 2 p.m. sso
1DOB . All CO-op students In vited to attend,
Students on a Study Period pie!<- up

Worksheets and registration material in
Co-op Office, SSO 126.

Wednesday, Nov. 19
Career Planning Conference, for stu•
dents interested in Cooperative Education assignments during Quarters 11
a nd 111, 2 p.m., SSO 19.
Orientation program for Libera l Arts
Off-Campus Term ·Program, SOC no, 2
p.m.

_FOOD SERVICE.

Temple Terrace Cut Rate Liquors

ical (HV & AC) des ign.

5326 Busch Blvd.
Next to Pantry Pride

United Pucel Service: Ind. Engr.,
Ind. Mgt. and math. majors for industrial engr. positions.
search, engr., development •nd mktg.
NOV, 1,
I
Th• •Hartford lnsuranca Group: All
mo Jors for mgt. trainee position.
, NOV. 20
Allanllc Rlchfleld Co.: All majors In-

terested in non-technical sales and sa les
mgt. for marketing trainee pcsltion.
Liberty Mutu ■ I Insurance Co.: Liber•
al Arts and Bus. Ad. majors for claims

adJuslers Cm•le) and -claims represen-

tatives (female) positions.
Naval Ship Research and O.velop.
men! Center: · Engr. ( all disciplines),
phy., naval architects, math., and
oceanography maf<Jrs for englneer.ing,
physicists, naval architects, mathematl·
dans •nd oceanographers posiilons.
H. J. Hein• Co.: Bus . Adm . m•Iors

VOLK SWAG EN.
SERVICE ' ·
SPECIAL BUS FOR USF ·
-SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES FOR USF
ADMINISTRATION BLDG. AT ·
8:15 A.M.
R~URN TRIP 4:30 P.M.

tor sales representative -CgroceryJ.
NOV. 21

Dept,• ot Housing and Urban O.velop.

ment:

Civil

Engr.

majors

tor

civil

engrs. positions.

More than TSO !employers are currentIndustries, Inc.:
Electrom ■ gnellc
ly seeking USF students for CooperaElectrical Engr. majors for develcptive Education Train ing ~ssignm~nts for
ment engr. posit ion and transformer de-Quarters II and Ill. Studenls desiring
sign engr. position.
to be considered should ma;c;e applicaEDUCATION
·,
tion In 550 126 at lhe earliest daie posNOV. 18
s ible. These are professional training
Dade County School System: All edu,
programs and the students are paid
cati on maiors.
while on tra ining periad1 away from
HIiisborough County School System: .
campus, Students may earn up to five
BA and MA and education.
hours of academic credit during their
U.S. Burnu of Indian Affairs: Elem. entar.y - K-8 - Guidance and psych.
Co-op training quarters.
Some of the employers who have
ma(ors.
openings for Quarter II are as follows:
.Polk County School sy,tem, Alt eduD1vislon, . cation ma!ors.
Florida Youth Services
Okeechobee, Marianna & Ocala, PsY•
NOV. 20
chology· Sociology, Spec. Educ.
Duval County School System, All eduCongressman Gibbons Office, Wash., cation majors.
.
'
D.C. (HIiis . Cly. resldenls only) Amer.
Monroe· county School Systom I All
Studies, Politiciat Science, Pte-Law, educa'tion majors.
Education.'.
Pinella, County School System ,
National Park Services, Wash., C'.C.
education m•Jors .
History, Polit ical Science, Education.
NOV. 21
NASA, C•pe Kennedy and Huntsvllle,
Columbia Theological Seminary:
engineering.
education majcirs.
Florida Power and Light, Miami,
.Fla., engineering.

Career Planning
& Placement

The following organ izations will be lnterviewin,Q on campus. Check with
view locations, to schedule • appoint•
ments, or for further lnformatlor..
TODAY
Aetna Insurance Co.: Bi.ls. Adm. and
Liv. Arts majors for management train•
ing program.
· The

E xchange

National

Bank

of

jors for bank management trainees.
Florida Probation & Parole Comm.:
Soc., Psych., Criminology majors for
probation and parole superv isors .
Montgomery Ward: Bus. and Acctg.
majors for retail management trainee.
Travelers Insurance Co. : 411 fie lds
con sidered for spec ial assist, u11jerwr iter, field supe rvisor, field supervisor
group sales, ag_ents, claim ad juster.! ·
U.S. Department of the Navy: Engr.
(all i::lisciplines), Am. · Stud ies, Econ.,
Eng ., History, Humanities, Pol. Sci.,
Psych..

Soc.

Sci.,

Sociology,

Acclg.,

Bus . Adm ., Fin. and Mgt. majors for
pro!ect eng. and program manageml!nt
positions.
NOV. 13
Gulfridge Council - Boy Scouts of
Adm., Econ., Edu.,
Bus.
America:
Eng .. Jnm ,, Phys. Ed., Pol. Sc i., Public

ANDROS
COFFEE SHOP

8448 56th Street

chem. malor:-s for manufactur ing, re.

Tampl: Acctg ., Finance or Econ. ma-

* ·- PIZZA

Wal>on & Co.: Engr, majors . Civil
engr. for structural and highway ses-ign; Electrical Engrg. for electrical design and Mechanical Engr. for mechan-

Mons■ nto: Engr. (111 disclpllnesl' and

Co-Op Education

Placement, UH SIB, Exl. 2295 tor inter-

MEAT-SAUCE

TEMPLE TERRACE lounge

NOV. 11

p.m., UC 255.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER19
Marine Corp; 9 a .m.. UC 205 &
~
Lobby.
Div. of Adm. Luncheon, 11 :30 a .m.,
UC 256 ,
Sewingl Contest, 8 p.m ., UC 252 E &

-

UC 256.
S,

APO Tea, 8

to subsidize HELP, and Ploclca is negotiating with his law-·
yers to deterntlne the amount
of funds needed for HELP to
begin fun t tioning.
Once the program gets
under way, HELP will furnish
legal a'dvice and aid to members as needed for ~ period of
one year.
J VIembership f~e is $10 per
year.

Recreational and Youth
Relations,
Leadership and Soc. Sci. for di!.trict executive posit ion.
Fla. Slate Dept, of Public Welfare -

Div. of Family Services: All mafcrs
considered for welfare worker position.
John F. Keonedy Space
NASA Ctr.: Elect rical Engrs. for flight systems, measurement :1n:::f instrumentation
and data systems.
The Proctor & Gamble' co.: Engr.
t.

By Appoinfment - 933-2811

VISIT OUR PAINT AND BODY
SKOP. TAMPA'S ONLY AND FINEST
SPECIALIZING IN_V.W. REPAIR

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of

Graduate Study_
And we've come up with some pretly important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offer's exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
· benefit. The College Senior Plan has ·no war exclusion
clause; offers .full -aviation coverage, ·and becomes completely paid up at no.rmal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be defe·rred until' earnings increase.
Get full details from this- College Representative:
,
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street •
Tampa, Fla. 33609
• Tel: 877-8391

PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

THE ORACLE-U. of South Flori.da; Nov. 12, 1969-11

Medici

Newspapers .Seek New

· Bunion Derby Promotes Sole Brothers

, · TAree · n e w newspapers,
seeking what they call a new
media for good writing,
started circulating on the USF
campus recently w i th o u t
objection from -the administration.

The "toes know that com- pass out. Are you encourpleting · the 3rd Annual aged to enter next year's
Oracle BunioJn Derby was contest?
a remarkable feet. Ask
any one of the 38 participating sole-brothers and
sisters. -Thats Judy Gunther, the winning girl, ·recovering · fr6m the trek
across campusi Joe Lewkowicz who took top honOt's for the second consecutiv~ year c9mpleted the .
sojourn in d recor<!-i-breaking 4 minutes and 23 sec. onds. The goalJ or b,.oth
male and· female walkers 1
was the finish line at·the
Phys. Ed..Buifding.~Sqund
easy? Well, it's not when
you start at the second
1 floor of the Fine Aris
Building and must ca-rry
10 p9unds of books over
one-half _a mile. Just to
make it even more difficult, several eagle-eye observers were stationed in
various positions to make
· sure that the walkers did
not run, drop "the books ?r

' The only thing the newspapers, Handy Homilies, The
Shadow, ;md The· Forum,
have in common is their interest · in creative. writing. All
three printed poetry in their
first issue, but there the similarity ends.
·
Homilies, ,t~e higher priced ,
newspaper, at 50 cents, is
written for and by fa,culty·
ltlembe't s with emphasis on
. short stories essays and creative commentary.
The other two newspapers,
who claim to be directed
toward . studep.ts, also print

.,,,

~'ft"!PMlftJ

:♦.

All COLOR PROGRAM

·+'

"SANDPEBBlES" M

♦

ALSO

♦

•

,ov. ,.,.,.
SIEVE M, QUEEN ,

♦

"PLANET OF,.-lHE
'APES"

♦

CHARLTON HES!ON

♦
♦

All Color Program
- 1JOHN WAYNE

♦

~•~
UNIVERSITY ARTIST SERIES
~.~

-

:

6GREATFEATURES

• 9½ HOURS 'OF
ENTERTAINMENT ,M

that the stories will reflect the
authors opinion of a situation.
Two of the three-member
staff of the Forum will be
going ~o Washington, D.C. for
the "March· Against 'neath"
"to g~t the first hand impressions."
In their ffrst iss~e. the
Forum stated that · they
"would take neither the' tact
of the campus newspaper, nor
the so-called underground .
· press, but will offer commentary on current-events." ·. ' .

'-

SA!,N0Y.ISONLY

♦ DUSI:( TO DAWN SHOW

♦

creative writing but are be,ing
published because of the need
for "respons1ble and imaginative jol,!rnalism on the campus."
Forum Editorial b o. a r d
member Frank Bentayou said
that the Forum is supposed to
represent the astetic and academic interests of the stu-.
dents, which he said the Oracle has faµed tci do. -...
"We're interested in an Impressionistic type of journalism," Bentayou said, adding

♦

♦

''WAR"!.iA_GON"_

·.

♦"DID

YOU HEAR THE ♦
ONE ABOUT •• • THE
♦ TRAVELLING
SALES- ♦
\AIIY"

PHYLLIS DILLER

♦ ,;KING K~;~ ESCAPES":

♦

ELVIS PREStEY

* "DO.UBLE TROUBLE"
-5♦ *ADAM
"SAVAGE 7"
♦
ROARKE

.-

♦

"PsrtH-:-ouT"

♦

.

.,.

►

All Color Progrom

"D.R. ZHIV,AGO" G

♦

OMAR
SHARIF.

♦
-

ROD

STEIGER
-ALSO1
''WILD SEASON '
GEll VlN DENIERGH

♦

♦
♦

..._

SUSAN STRASBEBG
SUN. MON., TUES.

♦

♦
♦

ii1i:U,1:I

E6 Hillsborough al 22nd·
GEU VAN DENIERGH

♦

PHONE 971-5947

RES. 949-4653
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ORGANIZEb RELi Gi-O N..- :~JN- ,
TODAY'S
SOCIETY"
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·2 :00P.M.,
RAY D.E HAINAUT
;•- CHAPLAIN, CAMP.US FELLOWSHI.P ·
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DR. BURKE HIST. DEPT.-'• ':/'·'
.
·. , ;,• DR..RICHARD TAYLOR
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F PHIL.

-LECTURE:
_· "THE EXPLORATION OF l"NNER &
;° .
:· _OUTER SPACE"
I

-

,

•

•

;

at'

,

Bayfront Cenier'
.

, PHIL

We~ilesday, December 3,
.. Th.eatre Auditorium, 8:30 p.m•
Tickets: $1.00 Students, $1.75 Faculty, Staff.
Box Office Hours 1:15 • 4:30 Weekdays
An9tl Recordt ·_ ·. .
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LAMBERT T. DOLPHIN .JR.

TUESDAY, NOV. 25 tliru SATURDAY, NOV. 29
EVENINGS 8:15 P.M.

~

MATINEES WED. & SAT. 2:30

';.

7 Exciting

Performances!
'MAIL. ORDERS
,, FILLED

•

i

_

rv, Fla. 33733. SPECIFY PER! .. ~

FORMANCE DATE AND TIME.

MA r

_·.

~

5.50

CDIRRECSL$E

6,50

6.00
1.00

BALC.

3.50

4 00

s:;o

4 0

.

.

· ·EVE ·

.1. ORCH. 3.so· · · 4.oo
ffi
· 4.50 s.oo

Pltast stl)d self ,'.w~ess,d, slamp,fi .;
tnYtlo.Pt with check to "I Do, I Do," i~
~-s;:
Bayfrobvnt C,nter, P.O. Boi 10758, St.' M

Ptltrs

7.

,•,v~

@·TICKETS

.

.

I .

·

•

.

~

Admission Passes for:
2.t!il $3.00 . ';;

HERE IS WHAT YOU GET
No. Ad11s1

'MIMI

'

.

_

\

l'ORD .;, BINES·
tflJ,DO! .I Do1~··

SPONSORED BY THE
UNIVERSITY CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL

New-York World Journal Tribune

listed below, we have been able. to obtain for you>
and your families an amazing' program of fun and entertainnient that is valued at over $70.00::. .
for the very.special pric, of only $3.00. '
.
-Y._ES. : • IT'S ,,EA~LY T~UE. • • over $70.00 in admissi(!n tickets for only $3.00, T.h! admis•
s1on tickets come 1n an illustrated booklet called Sports Scene and they have a vahd,ty date
until November 1, 19.70. Which gives you more than One Year to use them. There is nothing else
to buy, no taxes, ·no service charge and no gimmicks. Thil offer is made to introduce you to
_ ·.th.e'fine recreation available in our growing ar~a.
·

, . , - LIFE MAG.

·CTR. 252 .

•

TO All STUDENTS AND SJAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
- FLORIDA
.
HERE IS-APROGRAM OF FUN AND ENTERTAINMENT
.
-DESIGNED "ESPECIALLY FOR YOU -_ Over $70.00 in -·:),

.

L

NOV.12-13

perfe9tion often sought but rarely experienced! -

LOOK WHAT $3° 0 WILL ·aUY!

"A REMARKABLE MUSICAL HIT."

•

S1.-.+
♦

musical event of distinction - New York Times
"Elisabeth Schwarzkopfs recital attained a degrei-'of

1
otFoo~

Presents

( MONDAY, NOV.J7

.

♦

"A recital by Elisabeth Schwar~kopf is always a _

♦

• ST. PETERSBURG

.

No. Flori~• & 8ird

·

I WED., TH~S. ·
from a migrant agricultural • colleges and universities •are
♦
"BLUE MAX" M ♦
family back_ground. _
actively interested · in the
GEORG E PEPPARD
' ALSO
graduates. ot-:hts. course, s'Ome
IN ADDITION the - HEP- of whom attain scores of over
♦ "THE LONGEST ♦
·
DAY"
sters must m~et_ established . 400 on the Florida Twelfth
II
.
All Sta r Coit •
\
·
flil,;SAT. M
poverty criteria _and . depion- Grade Placement tests.
•
_.
LEE MARVIN
._
strate academic 1:Jr vocational !
'9
•Nntst man i11 the wOrll
4IIIIJ
potenti~.
. ;
.
. .
Murphy said ,colle es would
,.
:
~'POJ~~~i~NK"
prefer HEP people because
· The 29 HEP s~dell!s now in
♦
''THE/KILLERS"
they
ae more mature than
·
, . .
. th~ program live in ,the Uni- 3- in Color
•
Murphy, appointed to his ·\ v e rs i t ·y Foundation · apart- regular high school graduates. '
"SGT. RYKER"
post Sept. 1, said in an inter- Jnerits next to Fontana Hall.
"s.H1P
view that HEP -is stressing Their classrooms are in the ' •'HEP students receive lodging, toad and $10 weekly, ,vhile
fundamentalism - .a concen- , saine building as' are the adparticipating in the program.
_tration of the "three R's" ~n 'mmistrati,ve offices-of the' proi~ efforts to give high schO'Ol _gram.
,
dropouts the equivalent of a ..
·. /
secondary scho.Q! ·diploma. ~ - Mury~y s~1d the students
'
are divided mto classes -of 17"
The director stated that or smaller on ·the basis · 'Of
' HEP is backed by the Office reading skill level, and attend,
o f Eco!}omic Opportunity five hours of daily in~truction.
.
working' through the Depart~ Students take about six to ment of Agriculture (DA) . ..seven months to coniplefe the
,
.
Murphy explaine4 that the DA~ course, 1Murphy said; which is· • I
connection· comes through the culminated by , the stupents
fact that HEP . participants .'taking the General Education·
are limited to inqividuals beDevelopment Test (GED).
tween' age 17 and 22 who are ay·special arrangements with the activities
high school dropouts and are ,_ THE HEP DIRECTOR s~id

-

'

~

MARI~ LILJEDAHL
ALSO
. .ii. color

♦
♦ •

By ROD ·BROOKER
_>~~."~ ,Writer
• · · ·, · ··
·
The Rfgh Schoof Equivalen.cy_ Pr:ogqu'h : (HEP) has 're· ceive<f'a federal- grant for in
excess_of $250,000 and with it
_a change,· of dit:ect?on,. says
. Thomas ·. L. Muryhy, new
Tampa area HEP director. ; ·

8:00 P.M. with -D' R.- DOLPHIN
.
.

RESEARCH PHYSICIST,

"INGA"

1

' I

♦

FIRS! OUTDOOR SHOWING

.

ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF

, ·,

_.
♦
''PENTHOUSE"
.
suzy KENDALL
.

.
•'·'

O:CLUSIYELT
·Al FUN I.AN

♦

.

♦

•

ONl 110 WlflC

♦

:.i P ECIALIZING IN WEDDI.NGS~,CORS.AG..._;-- .. :.,_•.
AND FUNERAi. ARRAl'l._q~"'i:_N TS' G°_::?l:'.
i...":.~·'

'

WID., NOV. 12

t::
•

Box Office Open 9:30 to 5:30 Daily; Sunday 1·105
-or1CKETS ALSO AT WARDS IN ST. PETERSBURG,
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Typ11 of activity
Auto Races
Baseball
Swimming
Swimming
Slides
Bowling
Putter Golf
Golf '
Golf ·
Fishing Pier
· llier Fishing
- Gorden Tour ' ·
Scenic Cruise
Ballet
Hit Record
Kort Rides
Motorcycl e Races
Drag Races
Boat Rental 'and Boat Launch
Pier Fishing
Pier Fishing
Holiday for Two
Horse Racing
Dog Races
Jai-Alof
I

59

ADMISSIONS

Where to go

Value to you

Golden Gate Speedway
Tampa Tarpons
No. Tampa Beach ·(sulphur Springs)
Ralston Beach
·
Choice of Two Locations
Choice of Three Houses
Fantasia Golf
1
Apollo Beach
St. Leo Golf Course
· Big Indian Rocks Pier
Pier Kahiki .
Tiki Gardens
m/v Florida Queen
Tampa Civic Ballet
Happy Shahan
Rem Track
Golden Eagles Speedway
Twin Cities
Oak .Haven Camp
Big Pier 60
Long Pier
Juno Beach
Florida Downs
Tampa Greyhound Track .
Tampa Fronton
/

$2.00
2.00
2.10
2.10
1.00
2.20
2.25
3.50
2.00
3.75
3,75
1.25
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.50
3.00
4.00
3.50
3.00
3,75
14.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

· TOTAL VALUE $70.65

This program is NOT for public sale 1and can be obtained by you only through this method of
distribution.
Your tickets are good until November, 1970, the supply of these valuable booklets i"s limited
and they. are made available on a First Come • First Served Basis. You may obtain your·copy at '
the U~i_versity Center Countes: for the next few days only - Supply 'is limited.
j
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Fifth Art Auction
McCartney's Death To Be Aired Set For FAH Patio
ViHY DID PAUL DIE? Whatever possessed 25 year-old
Paul McCartney to end his
Beatle career by a tragic car
accident Nov. 9, 1966?
This is one way of questioning the recent rumors and
controversy swirling through
the under-30 generation on the
nation's college campuses
within the past month.
These and other questions
are being asked by. three USF
students as part of a full inPAUL McCARTNEY
1Vestigation of all associated
clues. For it seems, that while
Paul is supposedly gone, he's dence they've uncovered that
determined not to be for.got- a unique conclusion can be
ten, indeed, he's been telling ·drawn. Their findings and
his fans "goodbye" in an striking summation will be
unaccountable lively manner broadcast on the "Progressive
Scene" show on WUSF · radio
for the past two years.
The ·three researchers feel (89.7 FM) Thursday night at 7
from startling additional evi- p.m.

This radio exclusive, entitled "Why Did Paul Die?", is
the joint research project of
" Progressi\re Scene" hosts
Dave Hunter, and Dave(Dial,
and resident Beatle-ologist
Walt Jones of the Speech Department.

GIVE TO THE

."PENNY MILE"

The Fifth Annual Art Auction, sponsored by
the USF Division of Fine Arts, will be held Sunday, Nov. 23. Paintings, sculpture, prints, drawings and ceramics will be up for bid.
All profits from faculty work and fifty per
cent of each student sale will be donated to the
USF Foundatiot1 for art scholarships. Sales also
help to offset the students' burden of financial investment in materials and ar t supplies.
Last year, $2,841.00 was deposited with the
Foundation while the rest went to the individual
students.
The auction will be held in the Fine ArtsHumanities Building patio from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m._

Hunter, Dial, and Jones declined to announce their conclusion ahead of time. They
did reveal, howeven, that certr,in elements in their study
that had seemed, at firs t,
mysterious suddenly stared
them straight in the face.

I

Today and Thursday, Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity will Collect A
Mile Long Length of Pennies to Donate to The Disadvant.aged
'
Student Loan Fund.
THE 'MILE IS LOCATED BEHIND THE U.C.

THIS
PLEASE SUPPORT
'
DRIVE WITH YOUR DONATIONS!
PINT SIZE

·ISOPROPYL
ALCOHOL

UC Events
SEWING CONTEST
Deadline for the fourth annual Needles and Pins Sewing
Contest, sponsored by the University Center UC, is Thursday, at 5 p.m. in UC 159.
All entries must be turned
in at that 1ime with the application blank which can be obtained from the University
Center Information Desk.
The six categories that garments may ibe entered in are:
formal , sportswear, campus
wear, suits and coats, lounge
wear, and "dressy."
The first part of the ,judging
is based on the detailed construction of the garment. The
second portion of the judging
will take place on the evening
·of the fashion show. Nov. 19.
· This judging is based on
110w well the garment fits the
-person modeling the outfit at
the show. A $10 gift certificate
·from Singer's will be given to
the winner in each of the six
-categories.
DANCE-FASHION SHOW
A Coed Fashion Show has
been announced by Irene
-Rampi, chairman of the event
to take place during the dance
Friday. Men's and women's
fashions from Sears will be
,mo\' - · by USF students who
. ~ their way down the
·· ·
_ ay to the. music of '?he
ien ."

-r
I

WEEKEND MOVIE
·'Murderetr's Row," starring
Dean Martin and Ann Margaret, is the weekend movie for
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, at 7:30 p.m. in the BSA.
A new assignment for an
agent mixes girls, espionage,
and kidnappng.
PHOTO C,-'OI\'"TEST
Entries are ·now being accepted for the . annual AllUniversity Photography Contest. The deadline date for
entries is Nov. 20.
A contestant may submit up
to 7 photos in each of the 3
categories (abstract, human
interest, and general). Classifications include Black and
Whi,te, Color, and Transparencies.
Judging will be held Nov. 22
and those entries selected will
be exhibited in the UC Gallery. · Cash prizes will be
.awarded. Entry fee is 50 cents
per person. For rules and
further information, please
call Ext. 2637.

VIEWPOINT
The UC presents "Viewpoint on Religion" Monday at
2 p,m. in UC 252. Guest speakers will be Lambert T. Dolphin J r. and member of USF
faculty who will be answer. ing the question: "Is there a
place for organized religion
in today's society?"
Dolphin, who is a 'graduate of

San Diego State · College and
Stanford University, will be
making his first apearance
at USF. Dolphin worked for 12
years as a research psysicist
at Stanford Research Institute.
His primary research was
in the field of upper atmospheric physics, satellite, rocket, and nuclear effects in the
ionesphere; the aurora; radio
communications and propaganda of radio waves.
The author of four booklets ,
he became a Christian in 1962
after a long search among
philosophic and religions of
the world and -following two
years of psychoanalysis.
Arlene Smith, chairman of
the Special Events Committee, has stated that Lambert
T. Dolphin should appeal to
both the religious and scientific facets "and in this program
we are trying to show the relevance of science to religion" .
Dolphin will appear at 2
p.m. along with the Rev. Raymond K. DeHainaut, chaplain
of the Campus Fellowship,
Dr. Robert J . Burke in History, and Dr. Richard N. Taylor
in Philosophy and Lambert T.
Dolphin will again appear
Monday night at 8 p.rn. in UC
252 to discuss "the exploration
of inner and outer space" .
COFFEE HOUSE
A night of gambling games
and oriental fun will be ·pre.sented by the UC for the annual El Casino to be held Nov.
22, 8 pm.
Mike Ezzell, P~creatiori
Committ~ Chairman, has announced that Casino this year
will delve int., the mystic far
.east and the night will be
' called "Ah-So Casino".
Entertainment for Casino
will be provided by Gamble
Rogers and Estrella, coffee
house stars direct from the
Coconut Grove in Miami.
Both Rogers and Estrella
have performed at t~e Flick
in Miami and will be at USF
on Nov. 21 and 22 to initiate
the UC Coffee House circuit.
Gamble Rogers, . former lead
of the Serendipity Singers will
be making his first appearance on our campus.
Tickets will be available at
the UC Information Desk. The
UC invites all students and
~t.uf to attend.
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5-GRAIN tOO's

PANTY
-H·osE

ASPIRIN

TABLETS

CANTRECE II
By FIANCEE
• Fashion kn it for
smooth clinging.fit
• 4 size selections

Places Suggestion Box
The University Traffic and
Parking Committee decided,
at its monthly meeting, to
-place a suggestion box in the
University Center (UC) lobby.
Infrll')ation concerning students included: upper division
students can now park in
lower division parking lots 10,
19, and 18A, and also 20 staff
parking places have been
placed on the south side of the
Physics Building.
The suggestion box will be
on the northwest side of the
UC, on the corner next to the
information desk.

29C

off-white, off-black

169

LIMIT!

79C VALUE

. ;,,\

$1.99 VALIJE

59'

]

"NAME BRAND"

BLUSH ON

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

POCKET T FLARE LEG
, ~~ ;~~HIRT SLACKS

.,

35c
EPSOM SALTS
FEVER.THERMOMETER i~!~;~~t 37c,
j \\
0 ~1~:i~E 29c
H};f!~:~
GLOVES
RUBBER
~
2 11
ARRID ANTI-PERSPIRANT t!!x ~~w~ 56c
STORE-ALL
-~6-~JAL VALUE43c
SPRAY
HAIR
SUAVE
ui1f>RCHEST
$1.15VALUE59c
~BRECK SHAMPOO
67c
KOTEX NAPKINS
14
¢·
ASSORTED COMBS
5-LB . .
BAG

'\
• Latest in women's f'" '•- \.
fashion SPortswear L.,• Sizes 8•18

lI ;fitt
\~

--

$3.98 VALIJE

EX·LG.119

• ;izes S,M,LG,
• Popular colors in navy,

maize. green. b lue.
White

ROOM SIZE
TWEED RUG
~--.•

Jl

2499

& HARD
TO HOLD

87'

$1.98
VALUE

• Thermostat control
• Rad_iant & fan forced
• Model H-10 with safety
tip over switch

16

.

,,

i

'-

VALUE
LIM/Tf

PE/ISONAL SIZE ·

CO NT RO L
ACTION
• Mode~ 12901
• Guaranteed

10 88

$18.95
VALUE

LIMIT 1

JERGENS

DEODORANT SOAP
REG.
IO~

·

10-PACK
REG. 29c
EACH
1 FOR
_ OF THE FAMILY LIMIT 1

• Automatic exposure
• Coupled range and
v iew finder
• Transistorized
electronic shutter
#268

PROCTOR STEAMSPRAY-DRY IRON
• NEW SPRAY

99c
LIMIT 1

POLAROID -CAMERA

77

$21.98 VALUE
,.''

$6.00

'

HEATER
:;

SPECIAL PURCHASE

89c VALUE
24's
LIMIT 2
REGULAR
OR SUPER

GENERAL ELECTRIC

it

MISTY PIN_K, TAWNY PEACH, FROSTY- PINK

UNSCENTED

·• Zipper style
• DLrable vinyl
• Transparent top

•Nonslip backing

·

IN SOLID GOLD FINISH COMPACT
WITH M!RROR

49

NORMAL
DRY &
OILY

• 9•12 colorfull tweed rug

REG.
$29.88

REG. 49c
LIMIT 1

0

•
• Assorted fall colors ! · ' \ •~
I .
l

-~>·.:

Traffic: Committee

REG.

• Colors: tan, beige ..

Survey Test

The Survey of College
Achievement Examination, required of all graduating
seniors in Liberal Arts and
Basic Studie_c;, will be given
Nov. 18 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Busi11ess Administration Auditorium (BSA).
All students expecting to
graduate this quarter should
register for the examination
with the Office of Evaluation
Services by Monday. Students
may register in Social Science
Phase II (SSO) 222, or call
ext. 2741 or 2742.

LIM/TT

'
,,.,,. ,;,

'

1,>:•.

Nov. 18 Here

17C .

,.

'

,,, . ---.

REG. ,
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To Be Given

SALE PRICES -GOOD THRU SATURDAY
SHOP EARLY! g -A.M. ti/ 9 P.M.

320 COLOR PACK

4988

• $59.95 VALUE
POLAROID FLASH GUN S8,50

$13.95 VALUE

PORTABLE-TAKE-ALON
OUTDOOR GRILL
• Folds easily for
compactness
• Ideal on picnics
and outings

2. 95 ·
VALUE

168

VALUE . 688

JULIETTE TRANSISTOR
WALKIE-TALKIE SET
• Model WT-140, 4-transistor
• Super regenerative circtit
• With hand strap, batteries

LIMIT 2

999

MUNSEY FLIP-OVER.

BROILER
• All purpose
. .
broiler
• Model TM·2
• With heat•proof
handles

$15 95
- ·
VALUE

8

99

